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To the countless people and organizations who assisted the research team in organizing this study in countries around the world, we greatly appreciate your generosity. Special thanks to Bulent Aliriza, Simon Marot Fouloung Chadop, Shane Middleton, and David Woessner, who all went above and beyond to help the team complete particularly challenging missions. The director and authors also express gratitude to Lana Baydas, Shannon Green, and Lauren Mooney, and the CSIS Human Rights Initiative for producing Annex A (a glossary) and for reviewing the report at various stages. Thank you to Development Initiatives for the assistance created—by the forced migration crisis alone. A coalition led by the United States for leadership and solutions to this global issue, and helping confront the crisis strengthens U.S. claims to collective leadership and the need to confront key root causes of the forced migration crisis. While there are clear, evidence-based reasons for private-sector engagement, there are grave and broad consequences to not being part of a productive solution. Increasing global forced migration has the potential to economically, socially, and politically destabilize countries and entire regions, thereby putting existing operations and investments at risk while limiting opportunities for future growth.

Ultimately, no country can confront this crisis alone. A coalition led by the United States and its allies represents the best hope for leadership in the global forced migration crisis. U.S. leadership remains feasible and necessary, especially if it wants to shape the way the world responds to this challenge in a manner that also serves U.S. interests. The world continues to look to the United States for leadership and solutions to this global issue, and helping confront the crisis strengthens U.S. claims to continue to lead the world. The United States should broaden the scope of its collective efforts beyond the tactical and reactive, seeing the world through a more strategic lens—colored by the challenges posed—and opportunities created—by the forced migration crisis at home and abroad.
U.S. policies and actions send strong signals to the world. Unilateral disengagement—from UN-led global efforts or cuts to budgets and refugee resettlement efforts—could reduce burden sharing and collective action toward a shared problem at precisely the moment that they are needed the most. Proposed budget cuts to foreign assistance may be tempting for the United States in the short term but risk creating greater problems and greater flows of people later; doing so could make bad situations worse while weakening our allies and weakening our security in the future. At the same time, some countries (e.g., Russia, China, and Saudi Arabia) will continue to exacerbate the root causes of forced migration while simultaneously doing little to address its symptoms. The United States, its allies, and multilateral institutions should highlight and hold these and other nonconstrucive actors accountable for their comparative lack of global leadership.

The consequences of inaction are real and relevant to the United States and its allies. To date, European countries have dealt with the brunt of forced migration flows into the developed world and are showing serious signs of strain from the UK to Greece and Italy to Sweden. This report concludes that it is in the U.S. domestic and national security interests to confront these issues abroad now to mitigate greater challenges for the United States and its European allies later. To accomplish this, a far broader set of stakeholders will be needed. These stakeholders must include but ultimately move beyond the protection of human rights and saving lives into practical solutions that recognize political realities and address root causes.

CSIS convened a task force in the fall of 2017 to study the global forced migration crisis. The task force included a politically, geographically, and technically diverse group of people who engaged in spirited debate and who individually may have some lingering disagreement on the details. However, the task force is united in its belief that increasing levels of forced migration is one of the most pressing challenges of our time, one that requires a pragmatic framework for viewing the crisis and actionable ideas to confront it. This report presents the findings of the task force, significant desk research, and field research in Bangladesh, Jordan, Senegal, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Uganda, and cities across the United States including Dallas, Detroit, Los Angeles, and San Diego.

The Introduction to this report provides important information explaining the crisis, including these eight facts you need to know about forced migration:

1. Current forced migration levels are unprecedented (page 10).
2. Protracted displacement is the new normal (page 11).
3. Developing countries are bearing the brunt of this crisis, hosting the vast majority of forced migrants (page 11).
4. Women—specifically women heads of household—and children are at the greatest risk in forced migration crises (page 15).
5. Developed countries are spending over 10 percent of all “foreign assistance” on new arrivals in developed countries (page 16).
6. Most forced migrants do not live in camps but are not completely part of host communities either (page 16).
7. Even if they want to, many forced migrants will never return home (page 17).
8. Forced migrants are not terrorists (page 17).

Chapter I presents domestic consequences of inaction for the United States and its allies, also presenting why global leadership is so important and so aligned with American values. A subsequent spotlight on national security discusses how pushing people into the shadows makes us less safe, how developing strong and resilient developing country economies is a national security issue, and how addressing root causes there has national security benefits here. Chapters II, III, and IV loosely mirror the path of a forced migrant. Chapter II presents the reasons so many people are forced from home, including armed conflict and violence, political persecution, natural and human-induced disasters, and food insecurity. Chapter III focuses on the perilous journey faced by forced migrants, including the shadows into which they can fall, how transit routes are becoming destinations themselves, the plight of the internally displaced, and the importance of host communities. A subsequent spotlight on the private sector presents reasons why the private sector should care about forced migration, how it can engage in ways that benefit the bottom line in addition to corporate social responsibility, strategic financing gaps, and constraints, and the potential of entrepreneurial ecosystems. Mirroring the end of the path for some forced migrants, Chapter IV discusses considerations for people arriving in a new home and for the communities that receive them. These considerations include resettlement (and the extremely thorough vetting of those arriving in the United States) and integration into new communities, with a special focus on the role of cities.

Though actionable ideas worthy of broad consideration are presented throughout the report, Chapter V focuses on four big ideas and actions to implement them.

**IDEA 1**

**PROTECT AND SECURE**

Respond to current crises, predict future trends, prevent forced migration before it starts, and build greater resiliency in communities when it does happen. The United States should use its diplomatic, development, and—as a last resort—military power to resolve conflicts that force migration and cause instability, making the country and the world less safe.

**IDEA 2**

**LEAD AND PARTNER**

The United States should exercise global leadership in the international system seeking greater burden sharing from allies and others.

**IDEA 3**

**DIVERSIFY STAKEHOLDERS**

The private sector should be motivated and incentivized to engage responsibly in ways that benefit the bottom line—addressing corporate social responsibility, strategic gaps in business activities, and investment.

**IDEA 4**

**REGULARIZE AND NORMALIZE**

The most broadly effective solutions are ones that allow forced migrants to normalize their existence and add value to host communities as quickly as possible.
LETTER FROM THE COCHAIRS

We are two people who have served proudly in our government, one of us a Republican under George W. Bush and one a Democrat under Bill Clinton and Barack Obama. We first met when we debated each other, as surrogates, during the 2008 presidential campaign—while each of us scored some points, we actually agreed on more than a few things.

We agreed to cochair this Task Force because CSIS asked us to; because the global forced migration crisis is among the defining issues of our lifetimes; and because we agree that tackling this crisis is bigger than any of us and certainly more important—to today’s world and the future—than our political affiliations. Indeed, it is our view that to politicize this crisis is to worsen it.

We agreed to do this because like many, we can close our eyes and capture that image of a drowned little boy on a beach—a little boy who had to flee his home to grasp even the hope of a decent childhood—a little boy who died before he could garner even a taste of that most basic right.

People around the world gasped in horror at that photo, newscasters cried on air, and activists and some politicians shook their fists at the outrage. But thousands of children, and mothers and fathers, are still drowning at the shoreline.

Global migration—whether borne of the need to flee the countries people call home to escape war, persecution, or death or of the desire to access the opportunities that all of us want—is shaping our countries, our cultures, our economies, and our futures.

The myth is that the mass movement of almost 66 million men, women, and children can be ignored, kicked down the road, or papered over with either words of compassion or blasts of rhetoric. The tragedy—and indeed the danger—is that the world is standing by, and is at best admitting the problem, and at worst refusing to solve it.

We learned in government that as one of our bosses said, “hard things are hard.” Solving this one is indeed difficult; failing to do so is criminal. We owe it to those countries and communities receiving families in flight—not just in Europe or North America, but also in the Middle East, and Africa and Asia—and indeed to those who are fleeing—to do better.

We owe it to ourselves, and those who will come after, to step up, to take some hard decisions, and to champion political courage over political passivity.

As Americans, we have a particular obligation, and we know at least two things about this country of ours. First, the idea that became the most powerful country in the world was conceived and realized by people from all over the world, many of whom fled danger and oppression to get here. And second, when America leads, the world follows.

We cannot do this alone, but nor can we walk away, for to do so would be to undermine our own security, incur vast economic cost, and abandon the ideals that have earned our country the respect that has enabled us to lead.

Readers won’t agree with every recommendation in this report, or with every turn of analytical phrase—neither do we. But the single fact upon which every single member of this Task Force agrees is that the challenge we face in tackling this crisis is not that the world lacks expertise or ideas—it is that the world, as yet, needs political courage.

It is our hope that by laying out the stark facts about the scope and scale of this crisis and setting forth options, ideas, and recommendations, we might spur policymakers, influencers, and politicians to act on the fact that hard things are hard, but not impossible.

Secretary Tom Ridge
Former Secretary, Department of Homeland Security.
Former Governor, Pennsylvania

The Honorable Gayle Smith
President and CEO, the ONE Campaign.
Former Administrator, U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID)
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LASER FROM THE COCHAIRS

We are two people who have served proudly in our government, one of us a Republican under George W. Bush and one a Democrat under Bill Clinton and Barack Obama. We first met when we debated each other, as surrogates, during the 2008 presidential campaign—while each of us scored some points, we actually agreed on more than a few things.

We agreed to cochair this Task Force because CSIS asked us to; because the global forced migration crisis is among the defining issues of our lifetimes; and because we agree that tackling this crisis is bigger than any of us and certainly more important—to today’s world and the future—than our political affiliations. Indeed, it is our view that to politicize this crisis is to worsen it.

We agreed to do this because like many, we can close our eyes and capture that image of a drowned little boy on a beach—a little boy who had to flee his home to grasp even the hope of a decent childhood—a little boy who died before he could garner even a taste of that most basic right.

People around the world gasped in horror at that photo, newscasters cried on air, and activists and some politicians shook their fists at the outrage. But thousands of children, and mothers and fathers, are still drowning at the shoreline.

Global migration—whether borne of the need to flee the countries people call home to escape war, persecution, or death or of the desire to access the opportunities that all of us want—is shaping our countries, our cultures, our economies, and our futures.

The myth is that the mass movement of almost 66 million men, women, and children can be ignored, kicked down the road, or papered over with either words of compassion or blasts of rhetoric. The tragedy—and indeed the danger—is that the world is standing by, and is at best admitting the problem, and at worst refusing to solve it.

We learned in government that as one of our bosses said, “hard things are hard.” Solving this one is indeed difficult; failing to do so is criminal. We owe it to those countries and communities receiving families in flight—not just in Europe or North America, but also in the Middle East, and Africa and Asia—and indeed to those who are fleeing—to do better.

We owe it to ourselves, and those who will come after, to step up, to take some hard decisions, and to champion political courage over political passivity.

As Americans, we have a particular obligation, and we know at least two things about this country of ours. First, the idea that became the most powerful country in the world was conceived and realized by people from all over the world, many of whom fled danger and oppression to get here. And second, when America leads, the world follows.

We cannot do this alone, but nor can we walk away, for to do so would be to undermine our own security, incur vast economic cost, and abandon the ideals that have earned our country the respect that has enabled us to lead.

Readers won’t agree with every recommendation in this report, or with every turn of analytical phrase—neither do we. But the single fact upon which every single member of this Task Force agrees is that the challenge we face in tackling this crisis is not that the world lacks expertise or ideas—it is that the world, as yet, needs political courage.

It is our hope that by laying out the stark facts about the scope and scale of this crisis and setting forth options, ideas, and recommendations, we might spur policymakers, influencers, and politicians to act on the fact that hard things are hard, but not impossible.

Secretary Tom Ridge
Former Secretary, Department of Homeland Security.
Former Governor, Pennsylvania

The Honorable Gayle Smith
President and CEO, the ONE Campaign.
Former Administrator, U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID)
Words Matter

This report carefully and purposefully uses the broader term “forced migrant” to describe and include anyone who has been forced to leave home.

The term—and its usage here—is meant to appreciate the often appropriate and necessarily separate considerations relevant for different groups while acknowledging that not every person forced from home fits conveniently into one group or another.

Its usage is not an attempt to group economic and voluntary migrants together with irregular and forced migrants (including, but not limited to, refugees and internally displaced persons, or IDPs), rather to talk in broader and more inclusive terms.

There are many reasons someone would be forced from home and different ways that almost 70 years of international law deals—or does not adequately deal—with them. Even if laws are present and appropriate, adoption of the laws and their implementation can be inconsistent.

These laws matter and should—along with their implementation—be strengthened to provide better support to more people forced from home. However, too often policy and definition disagreements dominate debates over what to do about the crisis. Other times their gaps and loopholes allow countries to ignore crises that might not meet global requirements for action but require action nonetheless.

This report will not resolve these decades-long debates over definitions; nor will it fix international law or its implementation. Instead, this report asserts that if “some level of force and compulsion” led to the initial displacement, a person is a forced migrant whether or not he or she has an official international designation. This distinction so often determines international response and especially matters to forced migrants themselves, who are the subjects of designations but so often do not actually identify with—or know much about—international law.

Words matter because, while many different terms have been used to describe and assign relevant sections of international law to people dealing with different situations, the term “forced migration” best captures officially forcibly displaced people (refugees, IDPs, and asylum seekers), those for whom there are multiple reasons why they were forced from home (e.g., South Sudan), and those for whom there is a lack of implementation of international law (e.g., the Rohingya people of Myanmar). It has been noted that “a substantial and increasing number of forced migrants fall outside the existing protection regime and the legal and normative framework that defines it.” As they navigate their own individual journeys, important but insufficient international law and increasingly restrictive national laws often push people into the shadows. Bangladesh, for example, does not consider Rohingyas from Myanmar to be refugees.

Although the Rohingyas are able to request protection under the treaties given their “habitual residence,” Bangladesh is not required to protect them. The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), recognizes that “a substantial and increasing number of forcibly displaced people increasingly make use of irregular migration flows. As noted by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), migrants and refugees increasingly make use of these same routes and means of transport to get to an overseas destination,” though it is worth noting that IDPs make up the majority of forced migrants.

Annex A provides a summary of terms used to describe and categorize forced migrants.
Rebekah walked the equivalent of Washington D.C. to Baltimore through contested territory.

REBEKAH DID NOT WANT TO LEAVE SYRIA.

Her children were in school and she had recently purchased a small plot of land in an olive grove just outside of town. She was working as a lecturer at a local university, working hard to ensure that Sameea—age 12—and Muthana—age 11—could attend university as she had done in nearby Aleppo. She was dreaming about the home they would build when an explosion next door forever changed her and her family’s lives. They didn’t know who or what caused the explosion or why; but it ultimately did not matter to them. Within a few minutes Rebekah, Sameea, and Muthana had left everything behind, unsure if they would ever see any of it again.

There is an unprecedented number of families like Rebekah’s, not just in and around Syria, but in Uganda, El Salvador, Bangladesh, Sweden, the United States, and beyond. The issues surrounding forced migrants are complex. The stubborn persistence of forced migration all too often leads to denial and inaction, or at best reactions to symptoms, especially in charged political environments. This report exists for those interested in ways to turn burdens into opportunities and concrete steps for what can be done to confront the global forced migration crisis.
U

Itimately, the United States and its allies can “pay” now to confront the crisis, or “pay” more later. The world has already begun to witness the costs associated with rising forced migration—record displacement, conflict engulfing whole regions, rising food insecurity, environmental disasters, and other destabilizing trends dominating headlines around the world. But in the long term, these crises could spiral into broader security and economic threats that will undermine U.S. objectives at home and abroad. Several of our security and economic partners could face collapse as more people are forced from home. The issues surrounding forced migration are only getting more complicated and dangerous, and ignoring those consequences is not a sustainable solution.

While many experts and organizations have researched some variation of forced migration (many of which are cited in this report), current policy debates continue to focus on incomplete and sometimes inaccurate views of critical and complicated issues. Particularly but not uniquely in the United States, global efforts to address the crisis (e.g., the U.N. global compacts on refugees and migrants) are periodically met with healthy skepticism, questions about their effects on sovereignty, and a view that costs of the crisis are being shouldered disproportionately. While the broader arguments for global-oriented solutions (some discussed in this report) are often viewed in opposition to domestic priorities, this report argues that global partnership is not mutually exclusive to domestic security and economic well-being.

In addition to confronting the root causes of the forced migration crisis (see Chapter II), the United States and its allies should take steps to encourage forced migrants to stay close to their original homes, thus facilitating possible return and minimizing onward movement. Many forced migrants share these interests, aspiring to return home or unable to handle costly and risky expeditions to a third country. To achieve this goal, more and better support—often but not only in the form of foreign assistance—must be provided to host communities and transit countries to improve stability and their ability to absorb and host more people. Though not on its own, foreign assistance and development resources—especially those that focus on conflict prevention, better governance, and economic growth—can help prevent the collapse of countries that would force more people from home. These resources can also help create job opportunities and new markets for goods and services.

Some proposed solutions for complicated forced migration issues are rejected or ignored because they are considered in any way soon. In the summer of 2017, the top EU court ruled that Austria could deport those asylum seekers who did not use Austria as their first point of entry into the European Union back to that first point of entry. This ruling is in line with the 2003 Dublin Regulation that distributes responsibility for reviewing asylum applications, and the asylum seekers themselves, across the European Union. The Dublin Regulation had been suspended in 2015 because of the potential for the number of forced migrants from Syria to overwhelm other EU countries such as Croatia. After suspending the Dublin Regulation, Austria saw about 90,000 (approximately 1 percent of its population) applications for asylum between 2015 and 2016. Since the end of 2016, Austria has passed new and tougher asylum laws, including its 2017 deportation law, and is now coordinating with other countries around the Balkans and southeast Europe to make tougher border restrictions or push people into Germany and Sweden, complicating broader EU relations. Additionally, Hungary has proposed and enacted restrictive laws and Bulgaria has earned a reputation as one of Europe’s most hostile points of entry for forced migrants.

Over the last few years, Sweden was a top destination for tens of thousands of forced migrants, especially unaccompanied minors. In the summer of 2015, approximately 150,000 people—mainly from Syria and Iraq—arrived at Sweden’s border, many having walked from other EU countries that had rejected their claims of asylum. As a result, Sweden lowered its previously more generous asylum quota, reverting to lower EU minimums. It also instituted a mandatory identification check on its southern border with Denmark for the first time since the 1950s, even closing the border completely for a period of time—an announcement that famously brought the Swedish prime minister to tears on live television.

Some will criticize Europe, saying that with these greater restric-
tions, implicit or explicit attempts to “outsource” dealing with forced migration to Turkey and countries across central and north Africa are counterproductive. Critics will point to increased tensions in urban areas and troubling levels of slavery and human trafficking, especially in origin and transit countries, though recent history shows that these criticisms might fall on deaf ears. With some exceptions, most European countries’ policies to date have focused on sending people away. Whether a border fence in Hungary or an agreement between a European and African country keeps people away, Europe is reducing its welcome even as many more forced and irregular migrants are going to be looking to Europe.

This report concludes that it is in the U.S. domestic and national security interests to confront these issues abroad now to mitigate greater challenges for the United States and our European allies later. The United States has been the global leader on these issues for decades, should remain a global leader in confronting forced migration, and, in doing so, should support and strengthen its allies and productive international efforts and institutions. To accomplish this, it is clear that a far broader set of arguments will be needed. These arguments must recognize the importance of protecting human rights and saving lives, but ultimately move into developing practical solutions that recognize political realities.

In the wake of World War II, various instruments, bodies, and legal classifications were created to care for people affected by disaster in different ways, but also to hold individual countries accountable for maintaining commitments. The 1951 Refugee Convention guarantees certain rights based on status and criteria, but the treaty has some shortcomings. Specifically, not all countries are parties to or have sufficient political will to abide by the convention. IDPs are not included, the convention itself does not cover all forced migrants, and enforcement is inconsistent at best. Consequently, there are shortfalls and gaps in services that have widened as the root causes of forced migration have worsened and diversified, and the regions and numbers affected have grown, and the crisis has proliferated. While there is no specific convention or treaty covering forced migration, international human rights laws obligate states— as primary responsible parties—to ensure civil, political, economic, social, and cultural rights for all individuals in the territory and under their jurisdiction. Ultimately, it is more important to reflect on what countries actually do rather than what they say or the treaties to which they may or may not be signatories.

The convention has been updated once since 1951 (in 1967); as a result, people forced from their homes increasingly do not qualify for assistance under the global statutes set up decades ago to protect them. Some major destination and transit countries for irregular and forced migrants—such as India, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Iraq, Jordan, Libya, and the United States (who is only party to the 1967 protocol)—are not even signatories of the 1951 convention. Today’s forced migrants often have difficulty accessing the international assistance provided for refugees or asylum seekers, and all too often fall into the shadows and subsequent generational cycles of poverty. This is particularly true for IDPs who may want to escape across international boundaries but are barred from doing so. UNHCR and IOM alone cannot deal with all the challenges that forced migration brings. These issues will also require assistance from new donors such as the World Bank and development finance institutions. There are significant, often unique, roles for private enterprise and capital and for public and private philanthropy; however, the issues are often so challenging that many of these private actors will require an expanded vision of public-private partnerships and simplified entry points to ensure sustainable engagement (see Spotlight on the Private Sector).

Unless we address these issues now we will be dealing with much greater economic, national security, and humanitarian consequences over the next 30 years. The costs of inaction are rising quickly. Taking productive action will require recognizing complicated realities, making hard choices, and directly confronting the roots and results of forced migration (see Chapter II). The good news is that the actions we take today can help shape the forced migration scenario we will face tomorrow.

“We are facing an unparalleled emergency, and it is time to expand the roster of on-call responders to include the corporate world, international financial and development institutions, philanthropists, and more. There are many capable actors outside the traditional humanitarian sphere who are ready and eager to engage in addressing the challenge of global forced displacement. It will be vital to include them in bringing about the solutions that are within reach.”

Filippo Grandi, United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees

Current international frameworks and agreements (e.g., 1951 refugee convention) for supporting the various types of forced migrants (e.g., refugees, IDPs, and asylum seekers) are executed by an array of organizations (e.g., UNHCR and International Organization for Migration, or IOM) responsible for different groups of people in every region of the world. It is an expansive web of people and groups dedicated to this challenge, but that network is strained by the worsening crisis.
The World in 2030

HYPOTHETICAL SCENARIO 1
Confront the crisis, address root causes, strengthen the rule-based international order, and reduce the flow of forced migration over the medium term. Led by the United States and its allies, a coalition of countries together with the private sector and other stakeholders take productive actions that confront the root causes of forced migration—especially, but not only, conflict—while addressing the short- and long-term needs of those forced from home for protracted periods of time. We find productive ways of integrating those already displaced with host communities or facilitate safe and voluntary return home. Societies that successfully integrate forced migrants benefit from hardworking, grateful participants in their new societies and economies, decreasing the prevalence of xenophobia. The United States and its allies understand that forced migration is a destabilizing global threat and potentially an opportunity that requires collective action to manage. China and Russia continue to contribute little to the solutions, and periodically make the crisis worse through cynical and purposeful actions, as in the case of Syria. One or two countries hosting millions of forced migrants, likely in the Middle East, collapse under the strain and a lack of external support, creating further geostrategic problems for the United States and its allies.

HYPOTHETICAL SCENARIO 2
Muddle through, treat forced migration as a humanitarian crisis only, react to the issue du jour, and put the rule-based international order under strain. The United States and its allies view forced migration primarily through homeland security and humanitarian lenses. The focus is on humanitarian aid to officially registered forcibly displaced people, with comparatively little attention or funding given to address root causes of forced migration or to build resiliency in host communities. These efforts have little impact on the conflict-based, environmental, or other root causes. Global forced migration rates continue trends from 2000 to 2015, resulting in as many as 30 percent allocated to responding to hosting needs. The forced migration crisis strains the United States into chaos. Any chance for partnership and benefit to the United States and its allies focus only on the symptoms of forced migration and fail to create collective action to manage the crisis. U.S. resettlement numbers are cut, U.S. foreign assistance budgets are cut or redirected, and conflicts worldwide grow in number and duration. At the same time, the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development resources domestically, resulting in as much as 30 percent allocated to responding to hosting. Previous commitments to international agreements are abandoned or ignored. The issues of forced migration lead to an almost complete closing of Europe’s doors and an even greater disinterest from the United States. The forced migration crisis strains the European Union to a breaking point, leading as many as three countries (e.g., Hungary, Austria, and Poland) to follow a “Brexit” path rather than adhere to collective rules from Brussels on accepting more people. Most causes of forced migration become further entrenched and push more and more people away from home, while new laws in countries that have historically provided refuge now turn people away. The United States and its allies have to contribute and thrive in society, enhancing the economic, social, and cultural vitality of the United States.

HYPOTHETICAL SCENARIO 3
Stand by while chaos ensues. The United States and its allies focus only on the symptoms of forced migration and fail to create collective action to manage the crisis. The United States is unable or unwilling to lead any sort of global response. Global forced migration rates rapidly accelerate, resulting in as many as 30 percent allocated to responding to hosting needs. The forced migration crisis strains the United States into chaos. Any chance for partnership and benefit to the United States and its allies focus only on the symptoms of forced migration and fail to create collective action to manage the crisis. U.S. resettlement numbers are cut, U.S. foreign assistance budgets are cut or redirected, and conflicts worldwide grow in number and duration. The United States is unable or unwilling to lead any sort of global response. Global forced migration rates rapidly accelerate, resulting in as many as 30 percent allocated to responding to hosting needs. The forced migration crisis strains the European Union to a breaking point, leading as many as three countries (e.g., Hungary, Austria, and Poland) to follow a “Brexit” path rather than adhere to collective rules from Brussels on accepting more people. Most causes of forced migration become further entrenched and push more and more people away from home, while new laws in countries that have historically provided refuge now turn people away. The United States and its allies have to contribute and thrive in society, enhancing the economic, social, and cultural vitality of the United States.

Famous Forced Migrants

THE FACE OF FORCED MIGRATION

Forced migrants are far too often assumed to be floating hopelessly across the Mediterranean Sea or as people arriving destitute at a dusty refugee camp. Though the modern face of forced migration includes such examples, the reality is much more diverse. Given increased global mobility, many forced migrants who cross international borders today are the wealthiest, healthiest, and best educated.

Remember Rebekah and her family in Syria? Like a vast number of forced migrants, she only had a few minutes to pack before leaving behind everything she knew. As she did, you would probably wear your nicest clothes and hold on tight to your smartphone that enables you and millions of fellow forced migrants to reach family and friends in the United States as easily as those in Syria. Upon reaching safety in Gaziantep, Turkey, you would then try to normalize your family’s existence as quickly as possible, secure a roof over your head, and get your children into school. Over time you would try to find ways to earn money to pay for food, eventually able to take pride in the money you have made through your informal hair salon in your new community. You would proudly wear clean and colorful clothes when discussing your journey with visiting researchers. And even though you do not look like the stereotyped version of a forced migrant, dirty and thin with ripped clothing, you are every bit of one with hauntingly dark memories and an unclear future ahead of you. Perversely, not resembling this stereotype of a forced migrant could prove counterproductive if it caused one to consequently be passed over for international assistance. Though they may have all looked different and had different journeys to safety and ultimate prosperity, forced migrants throughout history have had positive impacts on almost every part of industry and society. But beyond notable celebrities, everyday people affected by forced migration can also contribute and thrive in society, enhancing the economic, social, and cultural vitality of the United States.

For Rebekah and the millions of others like her, the “choice” to leave home is not a choice at all. Whether facing violence, persecution, climate-related disasters, food insecurity, or any number of other destabilizing events, almost 66 million people worldwide have been forced to abandon homes, friends, and jobs. On a planet of over 7 billion people, 66 million may not seem like a lot, but given that an overwhelming majority of them come from or find themselves in countries already dealing with underdevelopment and insecurity, the challenges are significant and are not going to be met without concerted efforts to do so.

THE WORLD WHERE WE’RE HEADED
EIGHT FACTS YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT FORCED MIGRATION

Throughout history, movement has allowed people to improve their lives in a new place. Voluntary migration has also been the cause of intense political debate for generations that continue to this day. Voluntary migration is perceived to have moved to new and unprecedented levels on its own when, in reality, it has stayed consistent (3 percent) relative to the global population for over 70 years. Forced migration—encompassing diverse groups from every region on earth—has grown to its own unprecedented levels in relative and absolute terms from approximately 20 million (0.3 percent of the global population) in 2000 to almost 66 million (1 percent) in 2016. The following key facts demonstrate the scale and complexity of the global forced migration crisis.

FACT 1
CURRENT FORCED MIGRATION LEVELS ARE UNPRECEDEDENT.

By the end of 2016, almost 66 million people worldwide had been forcibly displaced from their homes by conflict and violence, including 22.5 million refugees—the highest number since World War II—40.3 million people displaced within their own countries (IDPs), and nearly 3 million people seeking asylum in another country. With over 7 billion people on the planet, confronting the challenges of almost 66 million forced migrants will be difficult but should be manageable. What makes this a crisis is its scale, complexity, speed, length, and geographic reach, in addition to the fact that those affected are concentrated (and almost hidden from developed countries) in developing regions, many of which lack the resources to respond to their own challenges, much less an influx of thousands or millions of forced migrants.

In many ways, the global community is still dealing with the effects of displacement and refugees following World War II, when massive numbers of German and Polish nationals were forced from Silesia, East Prussia, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania, and other places. Jewish survivors who became forced migrants looked for shelter in an increasingly nonwelcoming Europe and oppressive Soviet Union. None of these issues were solved in one year or through one overarching policy mechanism. Addressing such a massive disruption required leadership, and innovative thinking. Many societies—including but not limited to many in the United States—took responsibility for and benefited from postwar resettlement and immigration, though the benefits were not always quickly apparent.

Interest in today’s global forced migration crisis from traditional donors has plateaued at the same time that root causes such as conflict have decentralized and wars with nontraditional and nonstate actors have enabled cyclical degradation of fragile contexts around the world, in turn straining confidence in the Pax Americana.

FACT 2
PROTRACTED DISPLACEMENT IS THE NEW NORMAL.

Once forced from home, many hope to stay close by in case an opportunity to return presents itself or because they are not capable of traveling any further. But even for those displaced internally within their own country, the evidence points to protracted displacement as a new normal. Though many desire to go home, return to chronically unstable places could result in greater numbers of protracted displacement scenarios, an increasing number of which involve migration to one or multiple destinations outside one’s original home country. Of 60 countries monitored by the Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre (IDMC) in 2014, 53 showed evidence that “people were living in internal displacement for more than 10 years.” Another study showed that by the end of 2014, at least 50 percent of IDPs globally had been displaced for more than three years in countries monitored for conflict-induced displacement.

Unsurprisingly, the further away from home a forced migrant goes, the more real protracted displacement becomes. Though there is some discrepancy in aggregated estimates, all point to troubling levels of protracted displacement. The average duration of displacement for current refugees (excluding Afghans), for example, is estimated at 10.3 years with a median duration of 4 years by the World Bank. Including Afghan refugees, the average jumps to 21.2 years with a median duration of 19 years. UNHCR estimates the average duration of displacement as 26 years at the end of 2015, whereas this figure was 9 years in 1993 and 17 years in 2013. In other words, even in the most conservative of estimates, half of the world’s refugees have spent 4 or more years displaced.

FACT 3
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES ARE BEARING THE BRUNT OF THIS CRISIS, HOSTING THE VAST MAJORITY OF FORCED MIGRANTS.

Eighty-four percent of refugees—and an alarming 99 percent of IDPs, many of whom have been forced from home but do not have the resources to travel—remain in developing regions. The world’s poorest countries disproportionately bear the brunt of the forced migration crisis, especially given their proximity to IDP crises that can spill over into neighboring countries and beyond, and lengthy processes for those lucky enough to even be considered for resettlement somewhere else. This trend of developing countries hosting more forced mi-
FORCED MIGRATION IS A GLOBAL PHENOMENON

Forced migration routes originate, journey through, and end in every region of the world.
At the same time, other countries (e.g., Russia, China, and Saudi Arabia) cause or exacerbate the global crisis via direct and indirect hostility toward forced migrants and via strict policies of non-interference (unless invited in) even in the gravest of humanitarian situations. Despite its deep involvement in the Syrian conflict, Russia has only contributed roughly 1 percent of its calculated humanitarian “share of the funding burden,” according to one analysis. China contributes some foreign assistance funds but does not resettle forced migrants in a meaningful way—ostensibly for “cultural reasons”—with only nine Syrian refugees resettled in China in 2015. In its own words, China does not feel obligated to “clean up the mess [led by the United States].”

Ultimately, it is going to be the countries with the capacity to accept greater numbers of forced migrants and the ones currently handling internal displacement issues effectively that are going to determine the future of this crisis. One way for the United States and other developed countries to lead would be to recognize that they are not bearing the brunt of the crisis, and support countries that are. Turkey, for example, was hosting 3.5 million total refugees (3.2 million from Syria) as of October 2017, whereas the United States averages around 70,000 annual admissions, a number that declined significantly in 2017.

Most headlines and coverage of the global forced migration crisis in the developed world focuses on the minority of people who actually try and travel to Europe or the United States—such as the 2,000 people who drowned in 2017 in the Mediterranean Sea, or the tens of thousands of refugees resettled in the United States. However, developing countries host overwhelming majorities of forced migrants, totaling at least 58 million people globally. In 2016 alone, 31 million people were settled elsewhere within their own countries, mainly due to natural disaster.

In countries with wars that displace large numbers of people, women and girls very often become heads of household and the sole caretakers of their families, or they travel without family members. Today, almost half of the 244 million annual migrants and half of all refugees worldwide are female. Some are driven away from legal avenues for migration given a lack of protection, creating vulnerability that increases as human traffickers, criminal gangs, and even soldiers increasingly prey on them. Despite being disproportionately negatively affected by conflict, women are also rarely included in peace processes, even though when women are included, research has shown that peace agreements have a higher chance of lasting longer.

Female forced migrants deal with even greater challenges compared to men, often confronted with sexual assault and exploitation, rape, child marriage, and all types of violence not only as a cause of their displacement but also during their journey, while simultaneously and independently caring for children. Cultural and economic participation can be challenging for women even after reaching relative safety; while many thrive in their new areas, others deal with lingering effects of the root cause of their forced migration while providing childcare in places with new cultures and languages. Being the head of household and sole caretaker makes integration into the formal economy more difficult. Cultivating skills and capabilities is essential to being able to support a family and have independence. Many women face discrimination, a lack of training, and without access to viable employment (both at home and outside the home). Without targeted and long-term assistance, women heads of household often struggle to integrate into new communities—or even reintegrate in original homes after return—which can lead to multigenerational repercussions for their children and for society as a whole.

It is important to note that many women in refugee or IDP camps and urban settings have shown themselves extraordinarily resourceful and entrepreneurial. Reinforcing their skills, introducing new ones, and providing them with work and community-involvement opportunities can better prepare them and their families for a more stable future following return, integration, or resettlement.

Over half the world’s refugees are children. Many are unaccompanied after their parents were killed or separated from them. In 2015, for example, Sweden experienced over 35,000 unaccompanied minors arriving at its border, many of whom had walked across Europe from Afghanistan, Iraq, and Syria. Thousands of unaccompanied minors from Central America arrived at the southern U.S. border with Mexico in 2014. For children born into forced migration contexts, many miss out on education and nutrition—stunting their mental and physical growth—and spend their developmental years in limbo. The longer children stay out of school and without access to a traditional childhood, the harder it is for them to eventually (or even) catch up and ultimately become productive members of society.

Given the protracted nature of today’s forced migration (see Fact 2), these children become a lost generation of people struggling to find productive outlets for themselves and their families.
FACT 5
DEVELOPED COUNTRIES ARE SPENDING OVER 10 PERCENT OF ALL “FOREIGN ASSISTANCE” ON NEW ARRIVALS IN DEVELOPED COUNTRIES.

Increased numbers of forced migrants globally have not resulted in enough increased funding to confront the crisis; and a growing portion of the funding that does exist is being diverted to deal with new arrivals in developed countries. Donor countries spent $15.4 billion in 2016 on hosting forced migrants domestically; this means over 10 percent of all official foreign assistance originally intended to be spent abroad was spent at home. Driven primarily by European countries after seeing increased numbers of forced migrants arriving at their borders, the OECD’s Development Assistance Committee (which determines what is considered official development assistance, or ODA, among the world’s richest 30 donors) loosened its rules on what could be counted as ODA, leading some countries to count domestic spending as ODA. Though these rules were clarified somewhat in November 2017, they still open the door for limited ODA resources to be used domestically, which in effect lessens the resources allocated to address forced migration in developing countries. As a result, many OECD countries and others are increasingly counting domestic program spending on refugees toward ODA.

FACT 6
MOST FORCED MIGRANTS DO NOT LIVE IN CAMPS BUT ARE NOT COMPLETELY PART OF HOST COMMUNITIES EITHER.

Most forced migrants live in urban or suburban areas, with family and friends, or in slum-like informal settlements, often indistinguishable from voluntary migrants. Estimates place approximately 80 percent of all internally displaced living in urban settings, with 60 percent of refugees living in towns or cities (equating to over 13 million people). Specifically in the Middle East-North Africa (MENA) region, approximately 90 percent of the displaced live in urban settings. While this allows many to work outside the formal economy (often at sub-standard levels of income, health, and safety while exposed to labor violations and predatory employers), it also creates strains on host communities. There is also some evidence that urban-dwelling forced migrants are largely overlooked—increasing the risk of harassment, discrimination, arrest, detention, and deportation—while those living in sanctioned or formal camps receive a disproportionate amount of support and attention.

Residing in urban areas does not necessarily mean forced migrants can freely integrate into a host community. On the contrary, forced migrants (especially those outside their home countries) often suffer from state-imposed restrictions on their mobility, their ability to work or exercise their professions, and their ability to open bank accounts or obtain mobile phones. The challenges of global forced migration are linked closely with—and further exacerbate—the well-documented challenges of urbanization.

FACT 7
EVEN IF THEY WANT TO, MANY FORCED MIGRANTS WILL NEVER RETURN HOME.

If one talks to a forced migrant—like Rebekah from Syria—soon after displacement, her goal will almost always be to return home as soon as possible. As time wears on, however, the realities of protracted displacement make return more complicated: children learn new customs and languages in local schools, jobs become available, and dreams of returning home meet the practicalities of having started new lives elsewhere. Before those long-term considerations, however, safety and security at home are always a prerequisite for return. For some, dreams of returning home were dashed even before they left, who would want to return to a place marred in one’s memory as a place of suffering and torture? For still others, lingering political and security realities make returning impossible. Of 22.5 million refugees, for example, only 552,200 officially returned to their countries of origin, with a majority (384,000) returning to Afghanistan. Today, throughout the world, protracted displacement, integration, and resettlement—not just talk of return—are the new normal.

FACT 8
FORCED MIGRANTS ARE NOT TERRORISTS.

A common scenario for forced migrants involves fleeing terrorists in search of safety rather than joining their ranks. Some have sought to connect religious extremism and terrorist attacks to the global forced migration crisis. While we need to separate the vast majority of forced migrants from extremists and terrorists, there is some evidence that restrictive policies and the separation of forced migrants into camps and other concentrated places can create environments conducive to radicalization. A recent study asserted that radicalization is a threat in crisis situations, and forced migrants in camp situations are susceptible because, among other things, they “have fewer opportunities for personal advancement.” Another study showed that factors such as “overcrowding, hunger, and poverty” among forced migrants put them at greater risk, but that the determinate factors in radicalization were more likely those largely out of their own control: “actions of the receiving country and its citizens, the refugees’ loss of personal opportunities in prolonged crises, and a lack of integrated programs.”

The evidence does not suggest causal links between increased levels of forced migration and increased terrorist activity. The perception that terrorists take advantage of forced migration flows—especially official, legal, and regular flows—or that forced migrants as people are naturally at any great risk of radicalization are not supported by evidence. For example, the vast majority of those committing acts of terror in Europe are native born or legal residents, not newly arrived forced migrants and refugee resettled in the United States in the last 30 years has committed a deadly act of terror. What puts forced migrants at greater risk is their continued concentration near conflict zones and policies that “build fences, engage in pushback operations, criminalize irregular migration and abandon international legal commitments.” These policies ultimately push vulnerable people into the shadows where they could fall prey to nefarious groups such as human traffickers and terrorists. ISIS and other extremist groups have used anti-forced migrant sentiment for recruitment and propaganda purposes. Consequently, policies that protect forced migrants and other vulnerable people provide productive outlets for them, and keeping them out of the shadows should be core elements of national security strategies.
Despite disproportionate media portrayals to the contrary, most forced migrants do not come to the United States or Europe. 40 percent more people have been displaced in one state in Nigeria than the total number of people who arrived via the Mediterranean in Europe in 2015.82 Almost 94 percent of all forced migrants in Africa stay in Africa. These current realities have multigenerational consequences where, by shortcomings in services and opportunities could cripple future opportunities for forced migrants and host community members alike. Children and young people lose access to quality education and opportunities to be productive members of society. The creativity and productivity of millions of engaged young minds is stifled when they are forced to prioritize survival over innovation and productive work.

Forced migration is an already complex phenomenon without easy solutions, one that will be made increasingly complicated and expensive by projected demographic and economic trends. For example, countries in Africa are expected to have over 800 million young people by 2050.83 Currently, over half of the 420 million young people there are unemployed or inactive in the labor markets, a number that could be larger than the current U.S. population by 2050. Without opportunity and jobs, not only will young people voluntarily migrate, but when coupled with underlying resource and political issues, the continent could be headed toward more frequent war, inequality, oppression, and environmental disaster. By no means is this a darkly realistic future only for African countries; variations of many of these underlying stresses exist across the Middle East, Central, South and Southeast Asia, and Central and South America. Forced migrants find themselves overwhelmingly and increasingly in already underdeveloped places. Their presence strains already struggling economies and shaky governance systems from Uganda to Bangladesh to Lebanon and beyond. Communities that can hardly feed and provide security for themselves are—and will continue to be—hosting forced migrants, giving unprecedented and exceptional scale to the demographic shock.

Forced migrants are often at their most vulnerable immediately after displacement and rely on the goodwill of neighbors and the international community for food, water, and shelter. Because keeping people alive and safe is—and should always be—a top priority, much of the international community’s efforts and resources respond to the urgent humanitarian nature of forced migration. While responding to global forced migration is a primarily humanitarian and a security challenge, confronting it is largely a political, governance, national security, and economic development challenge. While responding to global forced migration is a primarily humanitarian and a security challenge, confronting it is largely a political, governance, national security, and economic development challenge.

In thinking about the future, it is worth acknowledging the “paradox of prosperity”: the reality that, in the short term, economic development increases voluntary migration flows. However, economic development also generally creates disincentives to conflict and greater resiliency to shocks that might otherwise result in forced migration. Economic growth—especially inclusive economic growth—creates jobs and, importantly, provides productive outlets to the conflicts so often at the root of forced migration. Growth and economic development must be coupled with strengthening political and governance institutions because most drivers of forced migration have their roots in conflicts created by political crises. The world has changed immensely in the past several decades and the reasons for—and consequences of—global forced migration crisis are vastly different than the ones that sparked the 1951 convention in the wake of World War II. As the nature of conflict moves from armies fighting armies to protracted asymmetrical warfare between a complicated web of armed actors; as the changes in our climate result in harsher living conditions, food insecurity, and instability; as violence and political and cultural extremes challenge the well-being of countless countries; and as a globalized world opens up to everyone with a smartphone, the international community’s approach to solutions must also change. Without significant course correction soon, the forced migration issues confronted now will seem simple decades from now.

**THE FUTURE**

The magnitude of the global forced migration crisis is staggering and growing.81 Conflicts that produce forced migrants—for example, civil war in South Sudan and ethnic cleansing in Myanmar—are growing in number while previous conflicts—for example, Syria—move from short-term crisis to protracted conflict. This is creating cyclical instability and engenders a domino effect of increasing fragility in some of the most vulnerable yet fastest growing countries in the world.
BY THE NUMBERS

Funding to combat global forced migration is not going where and how it is needed the most.
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Since the 1990s, the average years of displacement for all groups has risen from less than 10 years to over 25.
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“It is in our national interest to address this now. Time will only complicate matters and make solutions more costly.”

Governor Luis Fortuño, Former Governor of Puerto Rico

It is easy for many of us to view forced migration as something that only affects people far away. In reality, forced migration is a global crisis that affects the interests of the United States, its allies, and partner nations directly and indirectly every day. Given finite resources and domestic political realities, the choice between fixing problems at home and addressing challenges abroad seems simple. But it is in the primary interest of the United States and its allies to confront the challenges of forced migration abroad now, before they become much bigger challenges and threats to the United States.

This crisis is also straining—and has the potential to break—our allies, creating instability that inherently damages U.S. interests. Addressing issues at the root of forced migration now is cheaper than solving them when they are scattered across the world, manifested in wars, disaster, food insecurity, and famine. Given modern mobility and globalization, these issues will cross all borders eventually.
Lebanon hosts more refugees per capita than any other country, accounting for almost 17 percent of its current population and non-Lebanese students—nearly all Syrian—are now the majority in its public schools. Neighboring Jordan has the next highest ratio, with refugees making up approximately 7 percent of its population. Lebanon has long dealt with a complex set of political and economic challenges that make the influx of over 1.2 million Syrians especially taxing and worrisome for future stability in the region. Before the Syrian conflict began, Lebanon already hosted hundreds of thousands of Palestinian and Iraqi refugees. Unlike in Jordan, the over 1.2 million Syrians in Lebanon are not considered “refugees” by the government; they are officially “displaced,” which means there are no officially sanctioned camps and forced migrants are harder to track and assist. Lebanon has long held that it is “not a state for refugees” or settlement, illustrating in stark terms the limitations of international law and the difficulties providing assistance to vulnerable people and their host communities. With the destabilizing addition of over a million forced migrants into a country where the government refuses to care for them and drives many into the shadows, the future could feasibly spell collapse for Lebanon. “I am going to make sure that the world understands that Lebanon is on the verge of a breaking point,” said then-Prime Minister Hariri in March 2017 during a speech on Syrian refugees. Such a collapse could produce even more forced migrants and cascade into regional failures and proxy conflicts between major regional actors such as Saudi Arabia and Iran, both of whom are actively involved in opposite sides of Lebanese politics.

Current U.S. policy debates focus on a few issues—namely resettlement, “burden sharing,” and national security—demonstrating that policymakers have an incomplete or inaccurate picture of the global forced migration crisis. Even within those topics, the focus misses the bigger picture and, in doing so, means the United States and its allies miss out on important opportunities and increases the potential dangers of inaction. It is worth reviewing the arguments before discussing why it is in the best interest of the United States and its allies to care about this global problem and why inaction is a choice with consequences. It is also worth examining in detail the national security arguments for greater confrontation of the forced migration crisis; these are presented in a Spotlight at the end of this chapter.

Resettlement globally is relatively minuscule: far greater numbers of forced migrants outside of their home countries are being “hosted” rather than permanently resettled. However, U.S. and European resettlement policies send powerful messages to people around the world about global leadership, one that elicits discomfort and security concerns among some, but otherwise comes with comparative long-term benefits based on historical evidence. Since World War II, the United States has resettled more refugees than any country in the world, about 3 million people over 40 years. While still resettling more refugees in real terms than any country in the world, the United States has accepted the fewest refugees in 2017 since 2004, citing national security concerns over vetting procedures—despite having the most extensive vetting system in the world (see “Extremely Thorough Vetting” in Chapter IV)—and skepticism over why the United States should continue to lead other countries in resettlement in real, not per capita, terms. At the same time, worldwide resettlement needs have not been met, with only 126,291 resettlements of UNHCR’s over 22 million registered refugees in 2016, a number that dropped to 65,109 in 2017. UNHCR should lead an effort to broaden the base of countries willing to resettle people. Ultimately, rejecting or reducing resettlement commitments subjects people to further horrors and could create enemies out of people just looking for survival.

The Trump administration, like all previous administrations, talks often of “burden sharing,” or the idea that the United States should not be responsible for unilaterally or disproportionately solving the world’s problems. The United States has led the establishment of large networks or countries, multilateral organizations, and processes (often referred to as the rule-based international order) to enable the sharing of various burdens, including forced migration. The United States has been a global leader not just in terms of real resettlement, but in funding to address the roots and results of forced migration. It is in the U.S. national security interest to remain the global leader. Some countries have benefited from the “free ride” of U.S. leadership, have cynically or negligently avoided solving these problems, or decreased commitments over time. Russia, China, and Saudi Arabia, for example, hardly contribute to the solutions to these global issues and do not have strong refugee acceptance policies. These countries—and others like them—are rarely, if ever, held accountable for a comparative lack of global leadership. A coalition led by the United States and its allies—most of which are democracies with broadly shared values—represents the best hope for leadership in the global forced migration crisis. U.S. leadership remains feasible and remains necessary, especially if it wants to shape the way the world responds to this challenge in ways that also serve U.S. interests. The world continues to look to the United States for leadership and solutions to this global issue and helping solve it strengthens U.S. claims to continue to lead the world.

**TURNING BURDENS INTO OPPORTUNITIES THROUGH GLOBAL LEADERSHIP AND SHARED RESPONSIBILITY**

**Graphic Source**

"We should take our fair share. We are good people... I don’t see how you can lead the free world and turn your back on people who are seeking it. Take the Statue of Liberty and tear it down... because we don’t mean it anymore."

Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC)³²

COUNTRIES THAT CAN DO MORE

COUNTRY REFUGEE ACTIVITY

RUSSIA
Russia has been a polarizing actor in the conflict in Syria that has produced the most forced migrants of any country in the world. Despite its destabilizing role, Russia has not assisted or resettled meaningful numbers of Syrian forced migrants. While the reporting and status of forced migrants within Russia is unreliable—though some reports show that Russia has only granted refugee status to one Syrian national since 2011—it is clear that the country barely assists the displaced for whom they are at least partially responsible. Russia has a policy of rejecting people without proof of ties to the country. While rejecting forced migrants or deporting them, Russia also does not meet humanitarian aid funding obligations, with one analysis showing its financial contributions equating to 1 percent of its “fair share.”⁹⁹ There are small pockets of Afghans in Russia and between 200,000 and 300,000 refugees from Ukraine.⁹⁶,⁹⁷ While Russia is party to both the 1951 Refugees Convention and the 1967 Protocol, its refusal to assist forced migrants without a Russian background—especially in conflicts such as Syria that they exacerbate—is a dereliction of its international duty.

CHINA
China has no modern refugee resettlement policies nor legislation for asylum seekers and only nine Syrian refugees in the entire country.³⁶ In addition to those excluded from the Middle East, China also does not accept forced migrants from places closer to its borders such as Myanmar. China does contribute some foreign assistance to global forced migration crises and was historically welcoming to Vietnamese refugees—though only those of Chinese origin—in the late 1970s,³⁶ but its resettlement program today is essentially nonexistent. As a growing global power, its poor record runs the risk of encouraging similar noncompliance with the 1951 refugee convention by other states. Of great concern is the fact that China simultaneously rejects escaped North Korean citizens—and often forcibly sends them back into likely persecution in what has been considered a violation of widely accepted principles of non-refoulement⁶⁴—at the same time that it is actively building refugee camps for them in the event of regime collapse.³⁶ China deals with massive internal displacement—mostly from environmental disasters—every year, but its public rejection of refugees is overwhelmingly popular with its citizens. One survey showed 99 percent of Chinese citizens not wanting to resettle Middle Eastern refugees, some citing impacts of the previous One Child Policy as a reason for not wanting to welcome new people.³⁶ Consequently, forced migrants rarely list China as a desired destination for resettlement.³⁶

JAPAN
Japan is one of the most generous donors to UNHCR financially—giving over US $175 million in 2017 as the third-highest single country donor (5 percent of the total UNHCR budget)—but since 1991, the country has only accepted approximately 700 refugees. While Middle Eastern and African refugees rarely seek asylum in Japan, the country is also resistant to immigration and refugee resettlement, despite its well-documented decreasing population numbers.³⁴ Japan needs to supplement labor shortfalls but integration is notoriously difficult in the country given unique labor and cultural characteristics.³⁵,³⁶ Japan attempts to make up for resettlement shortfalls financially with its foreign assistance and development programs, but its acceptance rate is still glaringly low at 0.2 percent of applications (in comparison, Germany’s acceptance is 40 percent).³⁶

SAUDI ARABIA
There is much contention about how many refugees Saudi Arabia hosts. Representatives of the country claim that as many as 500,000 Syrians live there, but the country—and others in the Gulf—is not party to the 1951 convention. The number (which could be as low as zero by some estimations⁶⁴) and the rights of forced migrants in Saudi Arabia are not independently verifiable. It is also unclear how many Yemeni refugees the country assists, given Saudi Arabia’s active and controversial role in ongoing conflicts in Yemen.³⁶

INDIA
India has proposed a controversial plan to deport Rohingya refugees to Myanmar and it does not have an official policy of resettling refugees.⁶⁴ India’s acceptance is 40 percent).¹⁰⁷ Prime Minister Narendra Modi cited concerns over terror links with the 40,000 Rohingya people seeking safety in India.³⁶

A t the same time, European allies are increasingly dealing with forced migrants arriving at their borders. While most of the globally displaced reside in places already rife with poverty and other issues, millions have walked, driven, or taken boats into all parts of Europe. Twenty-two out of 28 European countries place some variation of “migra- tion” as a top issue for their national foreign assistance strategies.⁵⁶ Brexit is one of the most pressing issues, especially given NATO alliances and extensive trade with the region. It is in the best interest of the United States to assist European allies in maintaining economic growth and security despite these inflows.
“It benefits Dallas to understand the factors which cause people to leave their homelands and how we can do a better job in providing opportunities and working with our collaborative partners in the business, philanthropy and faith-based community to harness opportunities. We know that refugees often come with skills that address the needs of our growing economy.”

Mike Rawlings, Mayor of Dallas

Beyond ensuring U.S. allies are stable and successful, it is in the best interest of the United States for forced migrants to thrive in their new homes. Nobody wants to forcibly leave home and no country wishes for more forced migration. But these phenomena and emergencies exist, and ignoring them only makes them worse. Instead of seeing forced migrants a threat, or a “burden” to be shared, the United States and its allies should lead efforts to turn the burden of crisis into opportunities for growth.

Though there are strong arguments for renewed U.S. leadership, the United States cannot address the global forced migration crisis alone. The United States should insist that countries not currently responding to these displacement contexts recognize the scale and possible degradation of the global order. At the same time, policymakers should recognize the benefits to leadership at home and abroad: it keeps us safe, strengthens our economy, and saves lives.118 The United States should participate actively in—and arguably lead—the multilateral global compact processes organized by the United Nations (see Annex C) to ensure that U.S. interests are reflected in the ultimate framework. There is a role for the private sector—especially U.S. companies and capital—in addressing these issues and some progress could be made via U.S.-led bilateral trade preference deals that could create economic value for the United States while offering greater opportunity for forced migrants to stay closer to home. For those that do ultimately settle elsewhere, a recent study showed that refugees pay more in taxes than they receive in benefits within eight years of arrival and, if they stay for 20 years, refugees pay $21,000 more on average.119 In Miami specifically, the arrival of 125,000 Cuban refugees was shown to have had no effect on unemployment and actually increased average low-skill wages.120 (See Spotlight on the Private Sector for more details.) The United States should also consider the consequences of not leading. Without leadership from the United States and its allies in confronting the root causes and results of forced migration, the number of people forced from home will undoubtedly continue to increase. Uganda, Jordan, Bangladesh, and other countries already grappling with development challenges will face greater pressures that could lead to descent into instability and conflict, driving even more people from their homes. Unable to deal with the burden of hosting forced migrants, countries such as Lebanon may decide to close their borders and forcibly repatriate over a million Syrian refugees back into a war zone. More irregular arrivals will create more political and economic turmoil in Europe that, in turn, could negatively affect relations with the United States. The consequenc- es of the United States not providing global leadership are a more chaotic, unpredictable, and unsafe world.

**OUR VALUES**

The United States has been historically welcoming of refugees and other forced migrants who have, time and time again, started businesses, contributed to culture, and strengthened communities. Rooted in religious and humanitarian convictions that have historically defined “American values,” the United States has always assisted those in need. These values underpinned rebuilding efforts following World War II, led to successful integration of Vietnamese “boat people” after the Vietnam War (see textbox below), and served as guiding principles when confronted with the HIV/AIDS crisis in sub-Saharan Africa since the 2000s. The United States has long been seen as a beacon of hope to so many around the world. While responding to genuine humanitarian emergencies for all the right reasons, it has also been in our enlightened self-interest to help; when we have helped turn a situation around, we ended up with more friends to share future burdens and more trading partners for American goods and services.121 Additionally, if we are welcoming to the vulnerable, we will have the moral authority with which to ask others to take a share of the burden.

“We should not turn our backs on those refugees who have been shown through extensive vetting to pose no demonstrable threat to our nation, and who have suffered unspeakable horrors, most of them women and children.”

Sens. John McCain and Lindsey Graham122

“As an immigrant and a Veteran, I know that protecting the most vulnerable people among us via the U.S. resettlement program and humanitarian assistance abroad promotes our core values and protects our national security interests... Both the letter and the spirit of the rule of law, on which our liberties rest, require that we honor legal commitments and procedures established by law.”

Rep. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen (R-FL)124,125

“The San Diego region has a strong reputation as a welcoming place for immigrants and refugees and their contributions to our culture and economy.”

Kevin Faulconer, Republican Mayor of San Diego121
It has long been an American value to depoliticize humanitarian funding and priorities. Though the American people have the right and obligation to ask why and where tax dollars are spent overseas—especially development assistance that can more effectively be used to support U.S. foreign policy and security objectives—humanitarian aid to the most vulnerable has largely been protected from periodic bipartisan efforts to politicize and place conditions on it. Recent proposals from the United States to limit humanitarian aid for countries that do not align with the United States on a political level or vote similarly in the United Nations, if acted upon, would be a departure from tradition.124125 Where- as similar proposals were presented by past Democratic and Republican administrations, the decision was always made to protect humanitarian aid from conditionality. Beyond values alone, there has been a broad understanding that the conditioning of humanitarian aid often complicates crises and can result in greater required investment in the long run. For these and other reasons, no U.S. administration has withheld humanitarian aid for political aims since at least the end of the Cold War.

Key factors in the successful integration of the Vietnamese include: (i) geography—both in terms of land and real estate availability and the choices made by new arrivals as to where they live (i.e., not restricting homes to a limited area or particular city); (ii) a growing community that was able to take care of early entry problems such as limited language and lack of appropriate job skills; (iii) the first generation’s commitment to ensuring adequate academic and learning opportunities for the second generation and then the second generation for the third; (iv) critical government programs that supported the learning of language, formal schooling, and essential services to ensure basic standards of living, inter-ethnic and cultural experiences, and civic engagement; (v) family resegregation that ensured families stayed strong and intact; (vi) not perceiving the Southern Vietnamese as “hostile” or “threats to peace and stability”; and (vii) the faith-based values and ties of many of the immigrants that allowed many families to rely on faith-based institutions for essential social and economic support.

The first wave of Vietnamese people came to the United States in the aftermath of the Vietnam War. Many of these forced migrants, including those known as “boat people,” reached the United States via Camp Pendleton, California, after escaping war and harsh political and socioeconomic conditions back home. At the time, communities in Southern California were reluctant to accept what was viewed as “a new kind of immigrant.” Nearly half a century later, many of the “boat people” and their families, together with subsequent waves of Vietnamese immigrants that came to the United States well into the 1990s, successfully integrated into their adopted country. Today, as the nation’s sixth-largest ethnic population, members of the Vietnamese-American community represent parts of Southern California in local and state governments, and play leading roles in academia, trade and commerce (including firms offering high-skilled, high-paying opportunities), and community service organizations.
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Another way for the United States to lead would be to provide greater funding to confront the global forced migration crisis. Especially if the United States lessens the number of refugees it accepts—as has been the recent trend—commensurate increases should be made to foreign assistance. A vacuum in leadership in funding or resettlement is counterproductive to U.S. foreign policy and security objectives and makes it harder for the United States to lead a coalition of allies in what must be a global effort.

He apprehension that many in the United States feel over increasing the number of accepted refugees and other forced migrants into the country cannot and should not be ignored. However, many of these apprehensions are based on more nebulous perceptions of forced migrants potentially shifting cultural values and norms. Assuming forced migrants are criminals or terrorists is not substantiated by data and is a slippery slope into xenophobia. The United States should exercise its sovereignty and ensure that those coming across its borders will do no harm. Confronting forced migration does not have to violate U.S. security or economic goals. Rather, confronting forced migration will lead to greater security, stronger allies, and a stronger economy resistant to external shocks.

“...I am reminded of the opportunities our great nation has afforded me since I arrived in the United States at a young age. Fleeing Castro’s communist regime, my family and I found the freedom we yearned for in our native homeland. The community I am humbled to represent has thrived, in part, thanks to the contributions of refugees from around the world who have found a safe haven in our great country.”

Rep. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen (R-FL)129
The proportion of all foreign assistance going to address forced migration issues is growing quickly; however, limited resources are spent on the most immediate emergency and comparatively little is spent on dealing with root causes. If the root causes are not dealt with, far larger amounts of foreign assistance will necessarily go to responding to even more emergencies in the very near future. The United States planned to spend $49 billion in 2016 on foreign assistance, of which 12.9 percent ($6.3 billion) was spent on humanitarian relief. Globally, humanitarian assistance totaled $20.3 billion, 14 percent of all official development assistance (ODA). In the same year, OECD DAC countries spent over $25 billion on forced migration issues, or approximately 17.9 percent of all global ODA. In other words, the combination of addressing forced migration and humanitarian relief requires a significant portion of all foreign assistance to be spent addressing symptoms—not roots—of forced migration. Additionally, there has been an explosion of resources spent in developed countries dealing with forced migrants, largely in Europe. More than 10 percent of all foreign assistance and over half of all forced migration spending is now diverted domestically, a vast increase from comparatively small percentages just 10 years ago.
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into the United States, or the Syrian and Iraqi children in Sweden, and the millions of young Africans who may be unemployed in coming years. The young people of today will lead their countries tomorrow and will consider the United States and its allies as either friends or foes.

We want these countries to prosper and we want these young people to feel invested in the future of their own societies. We want countries to be resilient enough to handle shocks that force citizens from their homes. To do this, we need to enable opportunities for stability, economic growth, and development. For those forced to leave, we should seek to keep them close to home (as many forced migrants wish to do anyway), working toward peace in their countries so they can voluntarily return when it is safe to do so. There is unprecedented strain on U.S. allies in the developed and developing world. A number of these countries could be broken by increased levels of forced migration, leading to regional instability and even economic collapse.

People are on the move globally and the root causes of forced migration are increasing in length and number. Armed conflicts are now protracted by default and increasing in number; extreme environmental events are more frequent and destructive. Forced migration is a reality that must be managed, not ignored. The United States should invest more in predicting forced migration, just as the United States created a global system for early detection of famines and acute food insecurity. The U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C., has a similar early warning tool to predict genocide and mass atrocities. Egypt, Lebanon, South Sudan, El Salvador, and others all show signs of instability that could ultimately result in increased forced migration to neighboring countries and beyond. We need to understand how to plan for and prevent future crises. If forced migration is not dealt with appropriately, social, economic, and political unrest within and across countries will become the norm.

Inaction is a real choice with real consequences. Denial and wishing the crisis to simply “go away” (or that someone else will handle it or that it’s someone else’s problem) will only make it worse.

There are serious national security concerns and legitimate fears surrounding forced migration. Vulnerable people in transit often use irregular migration routes also used by human and drug traffickers and terrorists, since many have no other recourse for escaping danger. Every country has a sovereign right and duty to protect its borders. The arrival of forced migrants at the border is sometimes considered to pose a threat to that sovereignty, in fact, confronting the global forced migration crisis abroad, bringing people out of the shadows and dealing effectively with those who do arrive at the border is essential to maintaining national security. Ultimately, national security requires more than walls and restrictions on refugee travel. The United States and its allies will face forced migrants extremely well. It is critical to have vigorous vetting and screening of all arrivals and to minimize the risk of bad actors slipping through any cracks in the system. The United States, European Union, and other developed regions typically employ rigorous vetting systems (see “Extremely Thorough Vetting” in Chapter IV) to ensure that the forced migrants granted admittance arrive with the best of intentions. These systems—complete with robust border controls, in-person interview processes, biometric iris scanning, and other assurances—can be supplemented by improved stabilization mechanisms to minimize security threats and the resulting forced migration in the first place. Some critics of vetting have cited rising terrorist rates in Europe as a reason for limiting the admittance of refugees, but those attacks are vastly more often committed by homegrown attackers.

As shown in this report, forced migrants are often the most vulnerable and unable to support themselves once displaced. At the same time, national law leaves significant numbers of forced migrants behind, even where such law exists, and response mechanisms and organizations are in place, many are still forced into the shadows by traffickers and smugglers. Pushing people into the shadows makes us less safe. Travel restrictions for refugees and other forced migrants do little more than temporarily trap people, potentially in dangerous scenarios that could force them into illicit and shadowy transit routes. Bringing people out of the shadows and regularizing their journey onward (or back home) is in our national security interest. As noted by UNHCR, if people “are unable to enter a particular state legally, they often employ the services of human smugglers and embark on dangerous sea or land voyages, which many do not survive.”

Some forced migrants are also at risk of preventable diseases for which they could have been screened and treated
F or domestic political reasons, the developed world may struggle to acknowledge the economic benefits that forced and irregular migrants represent. Perhaps the best compromise for the foreseeable future is to increase opportunities and create incentives for more safe and predictable channels for regularized—and legal—migration, especially for those forced from home. Simultaneously supporting foreign assistance and development can assist countries of first asylum, potentially help to keep people nearer to their homes (e.g., the probability of return of a South Sudanese forced migrant is likely higher in Uganda than it is if that person journeys onward to Europe or the United States), support re-construction, and reduce “brain drain” that can limit the capacity of a country to emerge from conflict and other root causes of forced migration.48

Supporting economic growth in developing countries could also result in income generation opportunities for young people who, upon reaching adulthood in many fragile regions of the world, need opportunities for productive engagement in the economy to avoid being lured abroad or, worse, into the false promises of violent extremism. Regenerating and strengthening economies provide pathways for both strong and resilient economies in post-crisis countries are all necessary ingredients for ensuring the national security of the United States and its allies.

Addressing root causes has national security benefits here. Once forced from home, most people are willing to do whatever it takes to ensure safety and security in the short term and achieve normalcy in the longer term. If that takes moving through the shadows—especially if more regular and legal means are unavailable—many forced migrants are willing to risk uncertainty and even punishment in countries such as the United States or Sweden if it means escaping from the horrors of home. The levels of resilience and work ethic of those that successfully escape tend to be high. For example, Bosnian brothers in Detroit who grew their business during the 2008 economic recession said they could survive anything after escaping genocide in the 1990s.49

Ultimately, national security needs to include issues far from our borders. It is in the national security interests of the United States and its allies to address the root causes of the services necessary for people to feel like they can stay and rebuild, supporting early recovery. One way of understanding—and mitigating—negative repercussions is to integrate more civilian diplomatic and development personnel into predeployment trainings, especially those who understand how conflict affects forced migration.

Refugees are not causing the violence. They are actually the ones fleeing it. Almost all recent terror attacks in our own nation have come from long-term residents or citizens, not new refugees.50

“Refugees should play a direct role through these actors should understand the side effects of taking action. Priority should be given to stabilization first in conflict situations, looking for and addressing civil movements using close cooperation with diplomatic and development experts. Even if an end to conflict is the justification for armed engagement, security actors must do everything in their power to limit the negative effects of the conflict on innocent civilians; one consequence of not doing so is even more sustained forced migration that could create spillover insecurities elsewhere. Once stability is achieved, national security actors should prioritize peacebuilding and the restoration of the services necessary for people to feel like they can stay and rebuild, supporting early recovery. One way of understanding—and mitigating—negative repercussions is to integrate more civilian diplomatic and development personnel into predeployment trainings, especially those who understand how conflict affects forced migration.”

Ed Stetzer, Executive Director, Billy Graham Center, Wheaton College
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Forced migrants have not committed deadly attacks in the United States in at least three decades. It is important to separate vulnerable people—for example, someone forced from home—nefarious actors such as extremis and terrorists. In addition to Fact 8 presented in the introduction to this report, it is worth noting that, of the 3.25 million refugees who have arrived in the United States since 1975, only three have successfully committed fatal terrorist attacks; and all three of the attackers were Cabins.52 Syrian refugees have killed zero U.S. citizens, with zero attacks conducted by Syrians or ISIS in the United States to date.53,54 Even the deadliest attack after 9/11 (which itself was not executed by refugees) in San Bernardino was perpetrated by a U.S.-born citizen and a Pakistani-born law enforcement officer. The lack of evidence of deadly violence perpetrated by refugees and other forced migrants can be credited in part to extremely thorough vetting procedures (see Chapter IV). It is also likely that forced migrants are often the ones fleeing terrorists in search of safety rather than joining their ranks.

However, one event could change everything. Though the data showswhelmingly that forced migrants are not terrorists, a single crime or act of terror by a refugee or other forced migrant in the United States could shift the broader political narrative against forced migrants and toward more restrictive policies55 that, as shown above, would have negative repercussions on national security. The vast majority of forced migrants pose no security threat to the United States and have largely positive impacts on their recipient communities.56

Political leaders must be cognizant of these issues and impul ses, focusing at tention away from fear of “others” and toward solutions. These policies must necessarily include border security, but also must look beyond to a future in which, left unconflicted, conflicts abroad increase in severity and duration, forcing more people from home, into the shadows, and ultimately to our borders.

Deadly attacks on 9/11 resulted in the deaths of 2,983 people (including the 76 hijackers). Discounting the horrific attacks on 9/11, only 41 people were murdered in the U.S. by foreign-born terrorists between 1975 and 2016. While 1 person is too many, the linkages drawn between refugees, immigration, and terrorism simply do not exist mathematically.

The terrorist attack on 9/11 resulted in the deaths of 2,983 people (including the 76 hijackers). Discounting the horrific attacks on 9/11, only 41 people were murdered in the U.S. by foreign-born terrorists between 1975 and 2016. While 1 person is too many, the linkages drawn between refugees, immigration, and terrorism simply do not exist mathematically.

Deaths by Foreign Born Terrorists

| Category          | Total | Terrorism
|-------------------|-------|-----------
| All               | 154   | 3,024     |
| Tourist           | 34    | 2,834     |
| Student           | 19    | 158.5     |
| Fiancé visa (K)   | 1     | 14        |
| Lawful Permanent  | 54    | 8         |
| Resident          | 4     | 4         |
| Asylum            | 20    | 3         |
| Refugee           | 3     | 1         |
| Illegal           | 10    | 1.5       |
| Unknown           | 9     | 1.5       |
| Visa Waiver Program (VWP) | 0 | 3 |

Forcibly born does not mean from birth. It means that the attackers were born outside the United States or a U.S. territory. The attackers on 9/11 were born outside the United States.
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Bassima traveled over 3,000 miles. That's longer than the distance between Miami and Seattle.

Bassima left the Central African Republic (CAR) in 2016. Renewed violence across the country between Muslim and Christian groups vying for power finally arrived on her doorstep. After the murder of her brother, the rape of her daughter, and the destruction of their house and theft of their possessions, they made their escape. Desperate for any way out, they were trafficked through Burkina Faso, Mali, and some of the most fragile regions in the world, facing harassment and danger at every stage. The baby her daughter carried as a result of the rape was born in Chad; Bassima now cares for the baby after her daughter died during the journey across West Africa. Now in relative safety in Senegal with little hope of resettlement elsewhere, she considers herself one of the lucky ones.

Like the tens of millions of others forced from home around the world, Bassima thinks little of refugee status, resettlement quotas, “extreme vetting,” or UNHCR and IOM processes that officially define her rights and could influence her future. From the father and his family who walked over 80 miles from Damascus to Jordan with a limp he suffered shielding his daughter from a mortar, to the notary public who was forced to leave The Gambia because she would not sign government medical forms condoning torture of prisoners of war, to the 20-year-old Rohingya mother and widow who watched her family home and husband burn while Burmese soldiers looked on, each story of the almost 66 million people forcibly displaced globally is unique and personal. The choice to leave was ultimately not theirs to make, but they dream of a better future. While the root causes of forced migration range from political, religious, and ethnic persecution to natural disaster, from urbanization and development to armed conflict, Bassima and her fellow forced migrants are united in their singular desire for safety, security, and stability.
FORCED MIGRATION IN THE 21ST CENTURY

The root causes of forced and irregular migration crises today often differ, but most are fundamentally rooted in inadequate or inappropriate responses to conflict or disaster, governance failures, inequality, and underdevelopment. Even in natural disasters, a lack of resilience exacerbates situations and causes more people to forcibly migrate.

As conflicts evolve, so should the responses to them. Beyond changing how the global community assists forced migrants, it must change how the initial and underlying causes of forced migration crises develop and get stuck in cyclical instability. Each crisis requires a tailored response, but it is worth exploring ways to protect and support communities before they experience contexts that drive forced migration.

The international community has rightly focused much attention on protecting and providing for people during their periods of displacement, but conflicts continue to grow and worsen in the meantime, forcing historic numbers of people from home. In fact, many of these initially short-term emergencies—such as the displacement caused by civil war in Somalia in the early 1990s—are now entering their third or fourth decade of humanitarian assistance. The first refugee camp in Dadaab, Kenya, was established in 1991 for escaping Somalis, many of whom have “children and grandchildren born in the camps.”

The United States and much of the world’s forced migration assistance efforts respond to crises through one-off assistance programs that rely on yearly replenishments as situations protract. If the international community continues to treat forced and irregular migration crises as short-term emergencies rather than symptoms of larger global problems, the average length of displacement will continue to increase.

Protracted displacement could become particularly prevalent if instability continues to inhibit economic growth while more young people need jobs. Current demographic trends, a lack of commensurate job and economic growth, and growing fragility could lead to greater forced migration and even more protracted displacement. Already developing, fragile, and unstable countries will face increasing demand for public services, health care, education, jobs, and infrastructure as their populations grow. In the short term, population pressures could lead to more people seeking livelihoods and job security away from home, especially if global mobility becomes easier. The same pressures could also be the source of future conflict that drives people from their homes.

Almost 95 percent of forced migration (including IDPs and refugees) occurs exclusively within developing countries, most within or around cities. Cities contain approximately 60 percent of the global refugee population (and an even greater percentage of the IDP population) and are appealing due to informal settlements and available jobs. But the mass influx of people into these contexts exacerbates existing challenges such as overcrowding and bad infrastructure. As mentioned, 84 percent of refugees live in developing countries, meaning almost 19 million of the world’s most vulnerable people reside in communities that were already unstable and underdeveloped.

As developing countries grapple with these disruptive trends, cyclical instability, resource constraints, lack of social services, ethnic conflict, environmental disaster, and other emergencies so often at the root of forced migration continue to grow.

Although preventing conflict and other root causes of forced migration is cheaper than responding to them—$1 of risk-reduction assistance equates to about $15 in future response—the United States continues to operate primarily via a short-term mindset. Admittedly, addressing the long-term, systematic, development-related issues so often at the root of forced migration is challenging and can take years or decades—well beyond typical political and budget cycles.

In addition to providing emergency foreign assistance to respond to immediate crises, the United States and other donors should invest more foreign assistance resources—and nonassistance resources, such as trade and diplomacy—in confronting the root causes of forced migration. The State Department and U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) need to be empowered to operate in concert with one another in these crises, involving political experts, development agencies, and security experts as early as possible in response scenarios. Development programming has not been strategically aligned enough to confront forced migration issues thus far, not focusing enough on resilience to shocks. As more and more people become forced from home and vulnerable populations complicate existing challenges in new contexts, the international donor community must think of new ways to confront the root causes of forced migration, leveraging new strategies, thought processes, sectors, tools, and partners.
Lessons from the Alliance for Prosperity

Almost 9 percent of the population in the Northern Triangle—El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras—has emigrated away from their countries in the past few years. Widespread lack of economic opportunity, security, and governance drove these people out of their countries, into other developing situations in Mexico, Panama, and Costa Rica. The United States took notice when thousands of unaccompanied minors crossed its southern border in the summer of 2014. Beyond the injustices and horrors these children suffered, leaders in the United States and across Central America understood that this irregular migration was a symptom of larger underdevelopment across the region.

The United States and the Northern Triangle countries assessed the long-term possibilities and issues associated with underdevelopment and migration in the region. In late 2014, in partnership with the Inter-American Development Bank, the Northern Triangle countries launched the “Plan for the Alliance for Prosperity.” The resulting Alliance for Prosperity (AFP) launched in 2016 as a concerted effort by the United States and the Northern Triangle countries, as well as the United States and other Central American countries to jumpstart tax reform, anticorruption efforts, and private-sector opportunities in the region. The United States committed approximately $750 million to AFP, with the Northern Triangle countries themselves being primarily responsible for funding the programs, while the United States represents only a portion of the financial stake. For example, Central America imported $27 billion worth of goods from the United States in 2016, foreign assistance to these countries only totaled $2 billion. The concerted partnership involving all relevant countries, multilateral entities such as the Inter-American Development Bank, and donors such as the United States is proportionately producing forced migrants.

In March 2015, then-Vice President Joe Biden traveled to the Northern Triangle with then-Southcom Commander Gen. John Kelly to advance implementation of the AFP plans. In June 2017, Vice President Mike Pence publicly continued the U.S. commitment to the AFP, support that exists to this day. Though not without its critics, the AFP is still in its early stages and is worth considering as a model for how stakeholder countries in the global forced migration crisis can make longer-term commitments to address widespread and systemic issues through private-sector incentives, tax reform, and security commitments.

In May 2015, then-Vice President Joe Biden traveled to the Northern Triangle with then-Southcom Commander Gen. John Kelly to advance implementation of the AFP plans. In June 2017, Vice President Mike Pence publicly continued the U.S. commitment to the AFP, support that exists to this day. Though not without its critics, the AFP is still in its early stages and is worth considering as a model for how stakeholder countries in the global forced migration crisis can make longer-term commitments to address widespread and systemic issues through private-sector incentives, tax reform, and security commitments. One particularly relevant component of the model is that with the AFP, Northern Triangle countries themselves are primarily responsible for funding the programs, while the United States represents only a portion of the financial stake. For example, Central America imported $27 billion worth of goods from the United States in 2016, foreign assistance to these countries only totaled $2 billion. The concerted partnership involving all relevant countries, multilateral entities such as the Inter-American Development Bank, and donors such as the United States is one possible structure for ensuring growth, stability, and independence in forced migration contexts.

The United States should consider placing more USAID missions in places that are current—or likely in the future—hotspots of forced migration (e.g., Burundi and Central African Republic). To enable this move, the United States could consider closing some missions in middle-income countries. These new missions—and their respective embassies—should be properly equipped with the personnel structure that allows people to make commitments to—and investments in—longer-term solutions to forced migration. Priorities should be given more flexibility and less prescription from Washington. Regional political bodies (e.g., the Association of Southeast Asian Nations and African Union) also have important roles to play and should be encouraged to provide solutions. Pressure from one’s neighbor is often more powerful than pressure from afar. Issues in one country also have greater potential to spill over into neighboring countries. Thus, regional political bodies should take a leading and activist role in addressing the root causes of forced migration. Additionally, the World Bank and other multilateral development banks (MDBs) should be encouraged to increase their investment and increase in fragile states that disproportionately produce forced migrants. Significant increases in U.S. and other country funding (e.g., capital increases) to these groups should be contingent on their adequately addressing fragile states that disproportionately produce forced migrants.

While addressing the root causes of forced migration will require dedicated, targeted, and in many cases long-term assistance, successfully achieving stability, development, and better governance represents an unparalleled opportunity for U.S. investment and security in some of the world’s most promising emerging economies. Ensuring stability and development across Africa, for example, could improve growth and access to agriculture (valued at over $100 billion, and $1 trillion by 2030), banking (over $1 trillion since 2008), infrastructure ($12 billion annually since 2008), cybersecurity and technology, mining, oil and gas, and telecommunications markets. Allowing—via inaction or improper action—forced migration to grow unabated across the developing world would stifle growth in these industries and prevent American consumers and companies from accessing them. The root causes discussed in this chapter destabilize the world and stand in the way of measurable amounts of unrealized economic activity.

Economic collapses, famines, armed conflicts, and climate change and environment-related disasters do not automatically result in forced migration; it is when these are coupled with underde-
Development and poor governance that a lack of resiliency drives people from their homes for long periods of time. These issues cannot be resolved overnight, and true solutions could take years or decades to achieve; but it is impossible to understand their underlying root cause before designing necessary solutions.

Below are the main—though not the only—root causes of forced migration.

**ARMED CONFLICT AND VIOLENCE**

Armed conflicts, in all their various forms, are the greatest root cause of protracted displacement and forced migration. On-going conflicts in Syria, Afghanistan, Somalia, South Sudan, Sudan, the Democratic Republic of Congo, African Republic, Myanmar, Eritrea, Venezuela, Colombia, and others have combined to force approximately 20 million people from their homes. Common among these conflicts is their protracted nature: Civil wars, on average, last between 7 and 12 years, so even the newest conflicts—unnecessary humanitarian and emergency assistance, especially to innocent civilians, and this is an important role for foreign assistance. But it is worth considering ways that development assistance and the international community might live can prevent some armed conflicts from worsening or starting in the first place. Development actors should explore how best to leverage or support nonassistance tools such as human intelligence, statecraft, and diplomacy, acknowledging and learning from past failures. Efforts should incorporate conflict-sensitive lenses and take into account locally relevant political and cultural sensitivities.

As armed conflict and violence spreads, more people are likely to move farther from home and become less likely to eventually return home. But many of the conflicts themselves are rooted in preventable, manageable, or at least monitorable scenarios. The beginning of the conflict in Syria, for example, has been linked to drought and crop failures that pushed over 1 million people from their rural homes to urban settings and spurred protests against the lack of public services in the Assad government.

Violent conflict has been linked to competition for natural resources in several contexts. In anticipation of future armed conflicts—and thus future forced migration—there may be other developing country contexts around the world where the protection of resources and strengthening of institutions or good governance now could help ensure general security in the future.

By 2030, over half of the world’s population will live in countries affected by high levels of violent conflict, meaning the most vulnerable populations will be exposed to the most conflict, undoubtedly leading to even higher levels of forced migration. This phenomenon is particularly acute in the Middle East and North Africa; while the region accounts for only 5 percent of the global population, it experiences 68 percent of war-related deaths, contains almost half of the global IDPs, and over half of all refugees. The populations of places like Lebanon, Jordan, and Egypt are growing rapidly but their economies are not keeping pace. It is plausible to think that these issues, when coupled with an influx of large numbers of Syrian refugees escaping conflict, could eventually result in collapse and further regional destabilization.
sharing from which others have benefited. This feeds into delib-
erate manipulation of ethnic and religious differences by govern-
ments or opposition groups for political purposes and, as has been the case in Darfur for de-
cades, can lead to armed conflict.209

Though development assistance can address some elements of these root causes, nonassis-
tance tools such as diplomacy, human intelligence, and securi-
ty cooperation can and should play a role, especially since per-
secution and economic malfrea-
sance—themselves drivers—can lead to armed conflict that, as discussed above, would produce even more forced migrants.

ENVIRONMENTAL, CLIMATE, AND HUMAN-INDUCED DISASTERS

The international community (and indeed this report) typically fo-
cuses on the almost 66 million people forcibly displaced by con-
fl i ct around the world. While these people who have escaped the horrors of war, perses-
tion, and violence, they may not actu-
ally be the largest group of forced migrants. Since 2008, natural di-

sasters and hazards have forced over 26 million people annually to move from their homes at an average from their homes, over 26 million people annually to move from their homes.210

Even though forced migration in develop-
ment and human-induced disasters disrupt development and stability else-
where. At the same time, smart improvements—and where ap-
propriate, formalization—must be made to the informal settlements that are home to so many forced migrants. They offer greater security and facilitate better ac-
cess to income generation. The Bangladesh government, for exam-
ple, has planned for suburban settlements for millions of people living in Dhaka’s informal settlements. But these new communi-
ties do not have access to transit or energy alternatives should be given more emphasis. National, government-led planning for de-
velopment and human-induced forced migration could prevent further informality and poverty.

FOOD INSECURITY AND FAMINE

There are far fewer deaths from famine today than in the 1800s, but there has been a trou-
bling recent increase in food in-
security that has, among other things, caused millions of people to leave home.212 Global hung-

er levels had been in decline over the past decade, a trend that reversed between 2015 and 2016 when the number of under-
nourished people rose from 777 million to 815 million globally. The situation reversed between 2015 and 2016 when the number of under-
nourished people rose from 777 million to 815 million globally. Malnutrition particularly affects children, with 45 percent of glob-

al child mortality attributed to some form of malnutrition.214 It is esti-
mated that undernutrition ac-
counts for an economic loss of 11 percent of GDP in Africa and Asia alone every year.216

“Seveno percent of people living in Dhaka’s informal settlements have been displaced by some sort of environmental disaster.”

Ky Luu, Director, Initiative for Disaster and Fragility Resilience, George Washington University, Former Director, USAID Office of U.S. Foreign Disaster Assistance

flooding in Pakistan that displaced 11 million people205 and the 2013 Typhoon Haiyan that displaced 4 million people in the Philippines and left 1.9 million homeless.206

Even though forced migration in these instances results in temporary internal displacement, the disasters tend to have dispropor-
tionately negative effects on the poor, some of whom end up stay-
ing for extended periods of time in the largely informal settlements to which they initially escaped.

Every year in Bangladesh, hun-
dreds of thousands of people are forced to move from rural, largely riverine regions, to Dhaka after flooding and monsoons destroy homes and livelihoods. These people typically end up in the city’s informal settlements that are home to approximately 40 percent of Dhaka’s over 14 million resi-
dents at any given time.207 Seventy percent of people living in Dhaka’s informal settlements have been displaced by some sort of environmental disaster.208 Uncontrolled flooding destroys rice fields, washes away homes, and disrupts the fishing industry. In a county where approximately 700 rivers and a coastline of 360 miles (580 km) sustain much of the nation’s economy, these environmental di-

sasters disrupt development and stability. Bangladesh already has a complicated path to development given overpopulation, overcrowd-
ing and related urbanization is-

sues, air quality concerns, and an influx of 688,000 Rohingya from neighboring Myanmar between August 2017 and January 2018.209

Prevention of environmental and climate change-related disasters is difficult but resilience program-
ning and an increased focus on cyclical vulnerable populations could limit negative effects. In the Bangladesh example, the chal-

lenge is in protecting riverine set-
tlements against events that vary in severity but are predictable in occurrence. Doing so could mini-
zize the seasonal flow of millions of people to already impov-
erish informal settlements within Dhaka and encourage long-term development and stability else-
where. At the same time, smart improvements—and where ap-
propriate, formalization—must be made to the informal settlements that are home to so many forced migrants. They offer greater security and facilitate better ac-
cess to income generation. The Bangladesh government, for exam-
ple, has planned for suburban settlements for millions of people living in Dhaka’s informal settle-
ments. But these new communi-
ties do not have access to trans-
port for critical people to access work.

Such planning must be also managed to prevent develop-
ment or human-induced dis-
placement. While dams, for exam-
ple, provide vital clean and renewable energy access to billions, their construction has displaced between 40 and 80 million people globally over the past six decades.210,211 Dams once represented a pathway to broader economic development and energy sustainability; now more than ever planning for the displacement of people and consideration of less-disruptive energy alternatives should be given more emphasis. National, government-led planning for de-
velopment and human-induced forced migration could prevent further informality and poverty.

“Five times more people are affected by disasters today than a generation ago. As a result of protracted conflict and increased intensity and frequency of natural disasters, people are being forcibly displaced from their homes at unprecedented levels. Our humanitarian community needs more than increased funding to address this global crisis. We need strong and effective leaders at all levels who can develop and implement policies that address the root causes of vulnerability and fragility and provide local actors with the tools and resources to better prepare, respond, and recover from future disaster risks.”
In 2017, over 20 million people across four countries—Nigeria, Somalia, South Sudan, and Yemen—were exposed to the risk of famine or famine-like conditions. Over 6 million people in Somalia alone needed food and livelihoods assistance as of April 2017 amid protracted violent conflict in many parts of the country.

In the 1.5 years preceding August 2017, over 800 thousand people were forced from home due to drought, famine, and/or conflict within cities such as Mogadishu or Baidoa and into neighboring Kenya. Even in Kenya, East Africa's largest and most diversified economy, over 75 percent of people make some part of their living in rural areas, most of them in agriculture. Although Somali forced migrants have lived in Kenya for decades, large and sustained influxes of new Somalis have the potential to disrupt food supplies, increase food prices and decrease purchasing power, degrade agricultural land, and spark conflict—though the direct relationship with food security is complicated.

Arguably the worst humanitarian crisis is currently in Yemen, where proxy war among regional rivals, lack of humanitarian access, and existing underdevelopment have combined to create near-famine-like conditions. It is worth noting that all of the famine-related deaths over the last 150 years could have been prevented had there been better (i.e., less “recklessly incompetent”) government policies and the willpower to levy those policies, sophisticated early-warning systems, and the professional humanitarian aid sector currently in place to respond to these crises.

Food insecurity can lead to greater movement of desperate people; each percentage increase in food insecurity contributes to a corresponding 2 percent rise in migration. Many of the people most at risk of starvation in the coming years may be migrants and asylum seekers who are stuck en route or forcibly returned to places where they are vulnerable, creating a vicious cycle: food insecurity remains a significant root cause of forced migration at the same time that forced migration—and the conflicts that create it—exacerbates food insecurity and famine. Former Secretary of State Rex Tillerson partially acknowledged this vicious cycle in March 2018, saying that the “alarming levels of hunger in these areas [East, Central, and West Africa] are largely man-made, as conflicts erupt and people flee their homes.” Despite this acknowledgment, the subsequent new U.S. foreign assistance allocations for famine were announced to be focused on short-term relief priorities such as emergency food, nutrition assistance, safe drinking water, and health programs designed to prevent the spread of disease. These are all important initiatives and strong signals to the broader humanitarian community (the United States is the largest bilateral donor in all four famine-affected countries); but these efforts to address symptoms should not come at the expense of long-term solutions to the underlying root causes of food insecurity and famine that force people from their homes and not the least of which are protracted conflict and violence. Nor should we discount the important role of diplomacy in addressing these root causes.

Those forced from home at any of the five levels of food insecurity often end up internally displaced in similarly struggling communities, in turn straining their already limited resources. Due to its geographic proximity to several countries that produce forced migrants for myriad reasons, Djibouti has become a destination for Eritreans, Yemenis, Ethiopians, and Somalians looking for transit, shelter, or opportunity. Djibouti has its own battles with its arid climate and frequent drought-like conditions; introducing forced migrants complicates an already challenging situation.

FEWS NET (Famine Early Warning Systems Network) is one example of an adaptable and scalable early-warning system for food insecurity that could have significant impact if adapted for use in predicting forced migration crises.
Over the course of 18 years, Tesfay walked over 10,000 miles. That’s longer than the distance between New York City and Sydney.

Tesfay fled Eritrea in 1999. He now lives in Senegal, scraping by selling coffee in the street. Stable work is not an option since he does not speak French and does not have any papers or official refugee designation. When asked what he did before arriving in Senegal in 2010, his answer was as simple as it was chilling: “I walked.”

He was forced into mandatory and limitless military conscription after his 11th year of schooling. Unwilling to serve in conditions akin to slavery indefinitely,235 he and thousands of fellow Eritreans fled. Today, Eritrean forced migrants make up the third-largest group of people crossing the Mediterranean into Europe.236 Tesfay tried to go back to Eritrea after his original escape but was quickly imprisoned. In 2001, he escaped again, this time never to return. He first made his way into Sudan but left there in 2003 due to religious persecution. Since then, he has walked, been trafficked, and journeyed by any means necessary to Libya—attempting to go to Europe but ultimately fleeing violence and slave markets there—Niger, Chad, Central African Republic, The Gambia, and Guinea, ultimately finding relative safety in Senegal in 2016.
Gaps and Shadows

Gaps in the international system mean that forced migrants like Tesfay often pursue shadowy, illicit, and dangerous paths to what they hope will be eventual safety. Current global classifications and responses for forced, mixed, and otherwise irregular migration do not fit modern realities. Most headlines and coverage of the global forced migration crisis in the developed world focuses on the vast majority of forced, mixed, and other irregular migrants who attempt travel to Europe or the United States. Though eventual travel to those places may be the goal of many, an overwhelming majority of forced migration journeys take place in the developing world; and many of these journeys involve unimagined treachery and horror. An estimated 24.9 million people are trapped in modern slavery around the world as of January 2017, over 70 percent of whom are women or girls.232 An estimated 600 to 800 thousand people are trafficked internationally every year.233 Whether people initially leave home voluntarily or whether they are forced from home, they often mix ranks during the journey, complicating international responsibility assignments and ultimately responses. Refugees, for example, are a specific categorization with specific prescribed protections under international law. Migrants typically do not enjoy the same legal protection because they are thought to have voluntarily left and thus have personal responsibility for what happens to them after leaving. The reality is that many people fall somewhere in between these clean categorizations, in terms of both the actual reasons for their initial departure and their ability to prove these reasons. Regardless, a vast majority of forced, mixed, and otherwise irregular migrants are extremely vulnerable, whether they have the right paperwork or not. As shown in the Spotlight on National Security above, a lack of legal recourse and protection drives forced migrants like Tesfay into the shadows, risking their lives and posing real security risks by strengthening illicit routes that are also used for weapons, drugs, human trafficking, and other nefarious elements. When the United States and its allies do not pay enough attention to people like Tesfay—or the human rights abuses in Eritrea that drove him from home—it forces them into the shadows. The best resolution to this problem may not necessarily be expanding the definition of refugees, asylum seekers, etc. A positive first step might instead be paying more attention to root causes of forced migration and offering more avenues for improving the regularity and legality of the journey, improving safety and security for all in the process.

Transit Routes Become Destinations

Tesfay's treacherous journey—and the millions of similar journeys by forced migrants from around the world—often occur entirely in developing countries that have been historically used as transit routes to safer and more-developed countries. As the numbers and types of forced migrants increase, however, these “transit countries” are themselves becoming the destination and are playing host for indefinite periods of time to an increasing number of people.

Much of the international attention and funding around forced migration focuses on humanitarian response in transit countries hosting refugees or asylum seekers within countries that have high levels of IDPs. This is understandable as it is of critical importance to provide immediate, often life-saving assistance. However, this assistance should not come at the expense of greater community resilience that dampsen the potentially negative effects of hosting thousands—if not millions—of forced migrants.

Host communities in Turkey, Uganda, and Bangladesh are providing admirable support to large influxes of people, especially given their own existing development challenges; but this support often comes at economic and political costs. For example, Rohingya people—escaping violence in Rakhine State in Myanmar—constitute at least one-third of the population of Cox’s Bazaar area in Bangladesh as of early 2018.234 While Bangladeshis and people in Cox’s Bazaar were initially welcoming, that welcome may be wearing thin, especially since the Rohingya are often willing to work daily labor jobs for half the pay of the locals. Not wanting to alienate voters, Bangladeshi politicians have talked primarily of repatriation,235 oblivious (at least in public statements) to the reality that the Rohingya people are likely not going home anytime soon.236 Not acknowledging the fact that this “transit route” or point of first asylum might become the ultimate destination for many hampers the ability of foreign assistance agencies and the government itself to play for the future.237 Bangladesh and others disproportionately sharing the burden of the global forced migration crisis deserve recognition and support, especially political, economic, and foreign assistance support that allows them to provide adequate assistance to new arrivals and, importantly, their own communities. The Smart Communities Coalition—chaired by USAID and Mastercard and including many other public, private, and nonprofit partners—is a promising example of public-private support to address critical technology and energy challenges faced by forced migrants and their host communities. Similarly, efforts such as the European Union’s Regional Trust Fund in Response to the Syrian Crisis (Madad Fund) that attempt to focus on longer-term educational, economic, and social needs of host communities deserve further study and support.245 Without these types of support, the influx of people could prove destabilizing to host communities and countries.

Bangladesh is not alone in the challenge to balance domestic political considerations with assistance to and acceptance of forced migrants, especially as transit countries such as Turkey, Uganda, and even Colombia come to terms...
Quality education is important for security,247 resilience,248 and future prosperity.249 Being in school, however basic, is a protection mechanism in addition to an education tool. With the average length of displacement in the decades, too often children spend most of their childhoods in displacement. It is in everyone’s benefit to prevent the emergence of a “lost generation” of young people. Without education, young forced migrants see no future and are thus more susceptible to radicalization. Education is also critical should displacement ever end (whether via return home or permanent settlement elsewhere). Young people are the future engines of growth, recovery, and leadership; without educating these young people while they are displaced, we are doing ourselves and them a disservice and putting us all at future risk.

Access to quality education should be secured for forced migrants in countries of first arrival immediately, whether in camps or as part of local education structures. Emerging good practice is now focused on integration in local educational systems, with additional assistance as needed. This contributes to building national infrastructure and capacity that will remain if forced migrants return home or are resettled. Local governments should avoid the tendency to view the provision of education and right to work as creating more incentive to increase the length of stay. In reality, forced migration scenarios are becoming more protracted for external reasons (mainly that they cannot safely return) and providing access to education and local labor markets—especially when providing commensurate increased support to host communities—will ease the short-term burden on local governments and communities. The faster forced migrants can be productive members of society, the better off the host and displaced communities are. Finding and hiring teachers from among the displaced is one way of easing the burden on local education systems, many of which already suffer from a shortage of quality teachers. These teachers can also serve as cultural mediators and a source of support for displaced children in schools.

Education should be closely linked to job creation and local market development both in practice and when discussing the importance of it to forced migrants and the host community. Mentoring, language training, and cultural education are critical—done in such a way that appreciates and addresses perceptions that refugees take jobs and economic opportunities away from local laborers and enterprises. Education is widely seen as one of the first attempts to leverage the private sector to turn a humanitarian situation into one that benefits the host community, the refugees themselves, and the economy. While the model shows promise in that it unites donors, development actors, host countries, and the private sector behind a common goal, the success of the “Jordan compact” has been mixed.251

Nevertheless, transit country governments in Jordan, Turkey, Bangladesh, and elsewhere should plan for longer timelines and address the issues of their own host communities in addition to the new arrivals. As was the case with the “Jordan compact,” this planning should build upon the understanding that transit countries will increasingly become long-term destinations for forced migrants wanting to stay closer to home or unable to journey onwards. The United States and its allies should offer a suite of incentives to hosting countries, including building on the successes of the “Jordan compact” for new countries such as Turkey and Bangladesh. On the latter, expanding existing developing country trade preferences with the European Union and the United States, increasing opportunities for migrant workers outside Bangladesh, incorporating other regional partners (e.g., China) into a new compact, and including capital investment in infrastructure from multilateral development banks should all be considered.

For example, the United States should explore expanding its present Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) program to ensure it includes countries that are supporting a disproportionately large number of forced migrants and are increasingly seen more as destinations rather than transit stops on a journey. For those countries, the United States could revise the program to make sure industries that hired forced migrants and maintained minimum labor standards were included. The EU could do the same with its program for developing countries. These agreements would need to come with pledges of increased production, investment back into the business, and job creation (some of which would go to forced migrants). Jobs should meet minimum, internationally recognized decent work standards. The typical industries in which forced migrants find themselves working—for example, garment factories and agriculture—have been known to employ child labor, unsafe exploitative work conditions, and wage theft.256 Healthy trade relationships such as these benefit U.S. consumers in numerous ways and employ people who otherwise might travel farther for work. For example, if a new trade arrangement creates new investments and that lead to 100 new jobs, 15 of those would go to forced migrants while the other 85 would go to host community members.257

The consequences of not understanding that transit routes are becoming destinations themselves—and not doing anything about it—are grave. Without such an understanding, the Rohingya people in Bangladesh, for example, face predictable flooding and typhoons without having had a chance to prepare.258 Even if this understanding exists, the
The United States and its allies in Europe should support communities in places such as Bangladesh with the transition to longer-term destination. The focus should be on equitable investment and partnerships, whether through innovative compact processes or via bilateral and multilateral assistance that supports forced migrants and their new communities.

Despite these challenges to supporting IDPs, 2018 presents an opportunity to refocus attention on—and promote more comprehensive compliance with—the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement, first adopted in 1998. These were the first international standards for internally displaced persons that set forth their rights and the responsibilities of governments, international organizations, and all other actors toward these populations. Although not a binding document, the Guiding Principles have gained significant international standing, some even suggesting they might in time attain customary law. The World Summit Outcome document of 2005 acknowledges them as “an important international framework for the protection of internally displaced persons.”

Several regional instruments that are binding on states are based on the Guiding Principles (e.g., the IDP Protocol for protection and assistance of IDPs of the Great Lakes Pact–2006, and the African Union Convention for the Assistance and Protection of IDPs (Kampala Convention)–2009, and some 25 governments have adopted laws or policies based on the Guiding Principles, with more on the way.

The problem has been implementation at the national level, which lags significantly behind the needs of IDPs and the standards set forth, necessitating a campaign to mobilize civil society, the private sector, and local and national government offices, with support from regional bodies, international organizations, and donors to:

- Promote national dialogue on internal displacement, covering all phases of displacement (prevention, assistance/protection, and return/integration) as well as all causes of forced migration, and identify the most effective solutions in each society;
- Encourage implementation of existing national laws and policies on internal displacement by publicizing positive examples and strengthening monitoring mechanisms in cooperation with regional and international organizations;
- Introduce national laws and policies in countries where they do not yet exist to promote national responsibility and compliance with the provisions in the Guiding Principles;
- Mobilize and empower IDPs to plan and act collectively;
- Integrate displaced populations and host communities into development plans in affected countries to achieve solutions for protracted cases and reduce numbers of IDPs;
- Encourage 100 percent ratification by states in Africa of the Kampala Convention and persuade those that have ratified to report on their compliance with its provisions;
- Convene regional discussions and promote regional action on behalf of IDPs with the Kampala Convention as a guide.

Internationally, there has been a withdrawal from international IDP protection, despite almost daily occurrences of new and increasingly desperate situations in Yemen, Syria, South Sudan, and beyond. Often the most un-

**THE PLIGHT OF THE INTERNALLY DISPLACED**

There are twice as many internally displaced persons (IDPs) in the world as refugees, despite the latter being given significantly more global attention. There is an undeniable relationship between internal and international forced migration, yet neither the global compact on refugees nor the global compact on migration (see Annex C) significantly address IDPs. On the one hand, this attention discrepancy is understandable since refugees and other forced migrants cross borders and thus have greater chance to access international protections whereas IDPs are, by definition, still within their home countries. Countries wary of outside intervention generally might be less accepting of international protection for IDPs (and certainly collect and publish less credible data on internal displacement), even though IDPs arguably fall into “a vacuum of sovereignty, when the state is unable, or refuses, to assume its responsibilities towards its own population.”

At tempting to support IDPs can involve hostile country governments and armed opposition groups that are, themselves, usually on opposite sides of conflict that drove people from their homes in the first place. In the Central African Republic (CAR), for example, diverse factions block any meaningful solutions to repeated conflicts that have forced almost 20 percent of its entire population from home, almost half of whom are internally displaced. Because of these conflicts, half of the country is now in need of humanitarian assistance, a situation that has important humanitarian and security implications. It is difficult to imagine stability anytime soon in CAR given these unprecedented levels of forced migration and easy to imagine how ongoing instability there will have destabilizing implications for the broader region.

IDPs, like the 688,000 in CAR, are often among the most vulnerable forced migrants because they remain relatively close to the cause of their displacement (violence, armed conflict, environmental disasters, etc.) and are thus at greater risk of effects from those and future root causes. They are also often among the poorest forced migrants, as evidenced by the fact that they do not have the financial resources to traverse long distances and borders.

“Internal displacement is the canary in the coal mine; the first sign of trouble developing in a country. Tackling it must go beyond emergency response to encompass political, security and development solutions.”

Roberta Cohen, former Senior Adviser to the Representative of the UN Secretary-General on Internally Displaced Persons
The challenges are specific to specific communities. People in Kampala need housing just like in Gaziantep, but existing issues in each community complicate responses depending on the context. Each instance of forced migration deserves evidence-informed interventions but significant tailoring to context, potentially even at the sub-national level.

Another challenge is the type and availability of resources. Oftentimes donors, NGOs, and even governments prioritize needs of forced migrants without thinking about commensurate assistance to host communities. With limited foreign assistance budgets, often acute humanitarian needs of new arrivals, and domestic political pressures to support the displaced, it is understandable that this prioritization occurs. Of these acute needs, protection of the most vulnerable—often the elderly and disabled, female heads of household, and unaccompanied children, are the most important. This is not only the right ethical thing to do, it also creates a stronger foundation for the future. Women have been proven to have positive impacts on economic growth and stability and the children of today are the leaders of tomorrow. Cultivating their skills and capacities is essential to their becoming self-supporting. Skills training, income-generating activities, and credit, where possible, will allow women to meet day-to-day subsistence needs, acquire income and assets, avoid prostitution (also for their daughters), and improve their chances for economic self-sufficiency.

Even when addressing these and other urgent humanitarian needs, efforts must be made to pivot quickly to also providing commensurate assistance to host communities, ideally by and through local governments. Developing-country national governments need to see the benefit of allocating resources and competencies to local governments that will help them respond better to crises and build resilience. Local governments are often “caught between rocks and hard places,” facing the simultaneous challenges of being the front-line response to forced migration and a serious lack of resources with which to respond. Local governments should take responsibility for everyone living under their jurisdiction, regardless of origin. They should be bestowed the formal competencies and be given sufficient resources to make this happen, with an emphasis on the development of strong local leaders. To better support recent arrivals and their historic constituencies, local governments should:

- "develop policies that help to change perceptions of refugees and IDPs so that they are seen as rights-holders, contributors and partners in the development of towns and cities;"
- take early action to resolve any emerging conflicts or tensions;
- provide assistance to new arrivals, promote their self-reliance and encourage incorporation of individuals and families into the community;
- ensure access to services and legal support (particularly with regards to tenure and rental agreements);
- provide information on rights, entitlements and available services in ways that are accessible to people from different backgrounds and who speak different languages;274
- encourage national governments—with the assistance of international actors if necessary—to allocate greater shares of tax revenue and formal competencies to the local level to address these issues.
“The most important role that businesses can play is facilitating and supporting the economic integration of refugees who may be displaced for a generation. And they can do this most effectively when they go beyond traditional philanthropy, and engage refugees as economically productive employees, entrepreneurs, and customers.”

Gideon Maltz, Executive Director, Tent Foundation

An increasing proportion of developed-country foreign assistance budgets is being spent on new arrivals in their countries (see Fact 5 above) at precisely the time when protracted forced migration is becoming the new normal (see Fact 2 above) and the scale and impact of displacement in origin, transit, and new home countries is unprecedented. As a result, funding for short-term emergency relief and forced migration-focused foreign assistance that was previously tight is now, at best, dangerously thin.

This was made clear at the first ever World Humanitarian Summit convened in 2016 in Istanbul, Turkey, by the UN secretary general to “generate commitments to reduce suffering and deliver better for people around the globe.”

An increasing proportion of developed-country foreign assistance budgets is being spent on new arrivals in their countries (see Fact 5 above) at precisely the time when protracted forced migration is becoming the new normal (see Fact 2 above) and the scale and impact of displacement in origin, transit, and new home countries is unprecedented. As a result, funding for short-term emergency relief and forced migration-focused foreign assistance that was previously tight is now, at best, dangerously thin.

While the summit produced a few tangible results dealing with urgent priorities (e.g., mobilizing new humanitarian donors, ensuring better and broader public and private foundations, and encouraging the U.S. government to “locate potentially large donor resources, it will require responsible engagement by the various private sector actors to successfully tackle economic, cultural, and political challenges rather than to make things worse.

For example, a responsible private-sector actor (whether a business operator or investor) must balance the need for time-bound, bottom-line growth with the need to protect workers’ rights and access to employment, create safe working conditions, and utilize fair recruiting practices. Responsible actors also support equitable access to business ownership, licensing, and capital while contributing to the growth of local SMEs for forced migrants and host community members. In developed markets, a combination of businesses’ increasingly enlightened self-interest and effective government regulations have improved the private sector’s involvement in and compliance with laws surrounding these and other responsible “best work” practices. The state must be the first line of actions and investments in developing countries that may not have the laws or institutions to ensure responsible private-sector engagement. If business and finance fail to engage responsibly, they risk making things worse.

Why should the private sector care about forced migration? Private-sector actors stand to benefit greatly from stability and economic growth in places affected by forced migration and, in fact, often cannot and will not operate or invest without reasonably stable current or expected future conditions. These benefits can be realized in short- and long-term profits and...
These benefits are felt even beyond the firm level, with another recent study showing that the investment by governments of “one euro in refugee assistance can yield nearly two euros in economic benefits within five years.” Yet another study showed that Jordan’s economic institutions substantially improved in the decade after the Kuwaiti Palestinian refugees arrived.

While there are clear positive reasons for enterprise and investment engagement, there are grave consequences to not being part of a productive solution. Increasing global forced migration has the potential to economically, socially, and politically destabilize countries and regions and thereby put existing operations and investments at risk while limiting opportunities for future expansion of businesses and capital utilization.

Ultimately, economic development-related strategies aimed at the root causes and negative results of forced migration must be enterprise-led, enterprise-supported, and enterprise-benefitting to be successful, long lasting, and scalable or replicable. To make this happen, private-sector actors—from investors to multinational corporations to small businesses—will have to be informed, enabled, incentivized, and supported. If the issue is framed only as “corporate kindness,” private-sector actors are less likely to take the initiative seriously than if forced migrants are perceived to add tangible value.

Whether working to keep people at home or creating better lives in new home countries, governments should create—within the technical and financial support of international donors and institutions—the good governance, legal, and regulatory frameworks that allow forced migrants the right to employment, training, and education. Governments should also facilitate (or at least not get in the way of) access to finance and broadly create a supportive climate for investment and supply-chain expansion for SMEs.

As shown above, forced migrants are often considered reliable employees who are not contributors to the economy over time, especially when given the right to work both in policy and in practice. Private-sector actors should provide not only access to jobs at their own companies, but skills and language training, including certification. Efforts to introduce online freelance programs (e.g., coding) as viable income-generation opportunities should be studied and, where appropriate, adopted. Relatively, considerable attention should be given to proven online connectivity issues in forced-migration contexts. The potential of the “gig” and “sharing” economies (e.g., Lyft and Airbnb) should be explored further to better understand how freedom to work can be granted to forced migrants while filling market gaps. A clear target here is allowing forced migrants legal access to the formal economy (i.e., a genuine “right to work”). When forced migrants do not have such rights, they have greater incentive to operate in the shadows of society, are more susceptible to nefarious activities and paying little or nothing in taxes on earned income. “The evidence overwhelmingly suggests that [providing the right to work] is the simplest way to combat the dependency, idleness, and poverty, which foster the alienation that leads to radicalization.” At the same time, forced migrants should not be forced into the formal economy against their will. In many developing countries, the informal economy is where most jobs are created and are those most adaptable to shocks such as the influx of forced migrants. Over time focus should shift to better working conditions, expanded social, and where possible broader participation in the formal economy.

Financial inclusion of forced migrants is also important so that employees and business owners can more easily and seamlessly manage and earn money digitally. Such support efforts (often working with public-sector providers to fill technical and market access gaps) can help SMEs move toward broader inclusive economic growth that creates jobs in origin countries as well as for forced migrants and long-standing members of the host community. Support should be given to other private-sector actors—particularly SMEs—that may have viable business operations but often lack access to necessary distribution channels, specific know-how, networks, or financial resources (whether financial or otherwise) to compete for and capture supply chain contracts or to scale. As with most support efforts in forced migration contexts, programs that offer services (e.g., skills training and transportation) to forced migrants should be made commensurately to host communities.

Additionally, future bilateral and multilateral efforts should prioritize identifying and utilizing existing skills that forced migrants bring with them. Whether through hiring them for service provision or (ideally) by creating mechanisms through which those with skills can integrate into the private sector, skills identification and matching is important. It is important to build skills that are relevant to the relevant labor market needs. Skill-building efforts should be grounded in careful study of demand, ideally driven by—or at least in cooperation with—the relevant private-sector actors.

While the efforts mentioned above are important and are all “pieces of the puzzle,” a fundamental question of how to engage at scale is often a question of matching private-sector actors (including and perhaps especially with emerging entrepreneurs) with the financing that they need at every level. However, while some SMEs in Jordan, for example, face capital constraints, their challenges also include much more fundamental issues of expensive electricity, stifling regulations, and logistical challenges in exporting. Ultimately every business is different, and enterprises will make their own decisions on how to address challenges. In many settings, the most productive way to unleash the power of the private sector is to understand and fill the strategic gaps in financing that exist in almost all forced migration contexts today. This connection between SMEs and capital is challenging and deserving of further study.

One way to approach how private-sector investors can and should engage is to understand and fill the strategic gaps between the existing deal readiness, growth of the deal pipeline, and capitalization. In relative and practical terms, deployed capital to confront forced migration barely exists, no matter the type of country (origin, transit, or destination), source of capital (multinational corporation, foundation, pension fund, impact investor, capital markets investor, government, or multilateral) and its size (small, micro), instrument (equity, debt, etc.), or purpose (risk reduction and resiliency, new products and services, technology deployment, etc.).
B uilding out a truly transformative, coherent, and strategic system to bridge these gaps will require significant effort across the private and public sectors. This will require (1) a greater understanding of relevant entrepreneurial ecosystems and the structures, capacities, and motivations that will shape the system’s behavior and (2) the availability of public-sector assets that support, drive, or make possible expanded international and regional private-sector involvement. Efforts must build on the growing numbers and strengthened capacities of local private-sector actors to conduct international and regional partnerships that can bridge these gaps. Some will require derisking through guarantees or regulatory remediation. Some will require derisking through guarantees or regulatory remediation. Almost all of them will require structuring support and technical assistance to meet the risk, return, and impact expectations of commercial investors. This support cannot be performed by a platform. It requires an intermediary who understands both the language and practice of investment and the reality of forced migration markets and contexts. What is needed are investment bankers for forced migration solutions instead of yet another digital exchange for ready-for-market deals. What is needed is a coherent and strategic system that today does not exist. It is critical to understand and support entrepreneurial ecosystems if we are to understand how to build deal pipelines and capitalize them. The entrepreneurial spirit of countless forced migrants—many of whom fought through unimaginable horrors to even get to a place where they could ever think about rebuilding their lives and creating new businesses—is evident and should be seen as an opportunity for broader economic growth. With adequate access to finance and other relevant support, many forced migrants have gone on to create important businesses that employ innumerable Americans and Europeans in addition to so many other forced migrants. Similarly, important are the SMEs created by forced migrants that, while each one is not necessarily employing thousands, contribute to their communities through taxes, local philanthropy, and the provision of goods and services that might not otherwise be available. In countless interviews with forced migrant entrepreneurs, the opportunity to build a viable business was enough for them to want to stay and build new homes and productive lives in their new countries; those that continued their journeys (formally or informally) did so only when there were direct impediments to opportunity, dignity, and self-reliance.

Forced migrants themselves have been shown to create thriving businesses that boost employment. For example, a recent report by the Syrian Economic Forum and Building Markets showed that, in addition to first-time business owners, many experienced Syrian entrepreneurs are expanding businesses in neighboring countries, such as Turkey, hiring fellow forced migrants and community members alike. Nevertheless, there is significant skepticism in the financial world that there are long enough and wide enough pipelines of financial return-ready enterprises within markets that can accurately be risk-reward evaluated in these contexts. Since early 2017, more than $1 billion has been pledged to support refugee entrepreneurs or businesses employing forced migrants and supporting the communities in which they live. Despite the growing commitment of private capital to the sector, only a handful of deals have been capitalized or funded.

In reality, such enterprises exist and are in need of capital, though many concurrently face the noncapital challenges mentioned above. Understanding why there are gaps between existing deal readiness, growth of the deal pipeline, and capitalization is of strategic importance to addressing how private-sector actors can best engage. The good news is they can be the enemy of the good if we do not understand and adapt to the realities of the current environment. For many early-stage entrepreneurs, the opportunity to build a viable business was enough for them to want to stay and build new homes and productive lives in their new countries, even if they often have no credit history in their new countries. The success of the WRF and other efforts should be closely studied for lessons on how available capital can turn into actual investments.

We need to start somewhere with the goal of achieving scale. Though the question of how best to engage de-risking involves innovative thinking and further study, we must think big while not letting the perfect (e.g., immediate and massive investment) be the enemy of the good (i.e., we have to start somewhere). Capital, whether private or public, when taken on the challenging task of building entrepreneurial ecosystems in frontier markets, should itself act entrepreneurially. These actors should execute with existing resources where possible, learn, iterate, and continue executing. Understanding context-specific entrepreneurial ecosystems, there must be new initiatives to develop new investment pipelines learning from successful approaches to SME expansion that exist in other challenging environments. For example, U.S. crowdfunding organization Kiva partnered with the Ailgnt Fund, the USA for UNHCR, and others to launch the World Refugee Fund (WRF), a microfinance matchmaking platform in June 2017, connecting lenders to low-income entrepreneurs around the world. Within 24 hours of its initial launch, the fund raised over $500,000 for over 500 refugee entrepreneurs. For many early-stage entrepreneurs, particularly in frontier or post-conflict markets, the first pathway to business ownership is through micro enterprise. Until the launch of the WRF, most financial service providers refused to serve refugees due to perceptions that their loans were too risky, that they posed a flight risk, and the fact they often have no credit history in their new countries. The success of the WRF demonstrates the significant interest in the United States for providing direct capital to refugee businesses. Early WRF data on repayments also indicates that displaced entrepreneurs—regardless of context—are better providers of inclusive credit than other providers; in some cases, they may be riskier. Early WRF data on repayments also indicates that displaced entrepreneurs—regardless of context—are better providers of inclusive credit than other providers; in some cases, they may be riskier. Efforts like these can have profound benefits for improving the self-reliance of forced migrants, increase market viability for U.S. investors or operators, and increase stability in fragile states. 

We must think big while not letting the perfect (e.g., immediate and massive investment) be the enemy of the good.
Hayyan, his wife, and two small children lived in a small apartment in Irbid, Jordan, for four years when they received approval to move to the United States. They had owned a shoe factory just outside Damascus, selling their goods as far away as Algeria. When Syria descended into chaos in 2011, they initially made the decision to stay, hoping that the violence would end and they could get back to their once-prosperous business. Hayyan did not know—or care—whether it was the Assad regime, the Russians, the United States, armed opposition groups, or ISIS that pierced the windows and walls of their family home with bullets practically every night. It did not matter as long as it came to an end. When a missile finally destroyed part of the factory and their home, injuring him in the process, the decision to leave was no longer a decision at all.

After a harrowing journey involving 150 kilometers of walking by night and crawling by day, they finally reached a border crossing that was subsequently closed, stranding an estimated 60,000 of his fellow Syrians in a “no man’s land.” Once on the Jordanian side, Hayyan and his family promptly registered as refugees with UNHCR, a process that involved extensive interviews, iris scans, and other security checks. Finding temporary refuge in the poor border town of Irbid and having no hope of returning to a life now destroyed, they depleted their life savings to pay for rent while waiting for news on resettlement.
RETURN HOME

Before talking about resettlement and integration in a third country, it is worth acknowledging that, if one talks to a forced migrant—like Rebekah, Bassima, Tesfay, or Hayyan—soon after displacement, their goal will almost inevitably be to return home as soon as possible. Almost half of all Syrians in Turkey live near the Syrian border, holding onto hope of return. Even months into the most recent Rohingya crisis of late 2017, officials in Bangladesh refused to talk about much more than when the Rohingya people would return to Myanmar; even though very few—if any—Rohingya would be willing to return voluntarily.

Returning home is rarely easy and often dangerous, as is the case for the Rohingya people and as was the case for Tesfay upon his first return to, and subsequent imprisonment in, Eritrea. The same will be true for the Rohingya people currently in Bangladesh; they have been persecuted for decades and, after entire villages were burned, have no guarantees of safety if they were to return to Myanmar. In the Democratic Republic of the Congo, where there are more than 4 million IDPs, the majority are seen as enemies of the state as families of rebels and thus have little incentive to return to their original homes.

Safety and security are always prerequisites for return; with the protracted nature of conflicts and situations of political instability today, returning is often infeasible.
Every country has a sovereign right and duty to protect its borders and ensure that those attempting to enter the country do not have bad intentions. Part of that right is the obligation to vet potential arrivals—including refugees and other forced migrants—extremely well. Though the system should not be considered perfect, the United States does have extremely thorough vetting procedures that are worth understanding better.

Refugees are vetted more closely than any other type of person entering the United States via a process that takes, on average, 18 to 24 months and involves at least 20 stages of screening. In almost all cases, refugees are referred by UNHCR for U.S. resettlement after a rigorous screening process of its own that involves fulfillment of at least one specific vulnerability category, in-person interviews, background checks, and collection and analysis of biographical and biometric information, conducts an in-depth interview, and enters all the information collected by RSCs. If any new information arises, the applicant will be interviewed again and that data will be entered in the WRAPS system. The next step is to screen fingerprints against the FBI, DHS, and DoD databases, which are later reviewed by DHS. Only after successfully completing these steps is the applicant eligible to take a cultural-orientation class and receive a thorough medical examination.

Everything described above happens before a candidate for resettlement sets foot in the United States. At their point of entry, they are subject to additional screening from U.S. Customs and Border Protection and the Transportation Security Administration’s Secure Flight Program. If there are no security risk throughout all the stages, the refugee is free to settle in the United States and is greeted upon arrival by representatives from resettlement agencies.

After such an extremely thorough vetting process (see text box), resettled refugees are expected to begin their new lives in the United States with only 90 days of assistance from resettlement agencies. These nonprofit agencies determine where to allocate refugee families on a case-by-case basis, though the families are more likely to be settled in a place where they have friends, family, or personal connections. Resettlement agencies also consider cultural and religious dynamics, employment opportunities, availability of affordable housing, and whether communities are typically welcoming to refugees. For example, faith leaders have regularly been champions of refugee resettlement, often sponsoring and helping integrate refugees of all faiths into the community. For those first 90 days resettlement agencies are responsible for providing food, shelter, medical care, and other services. After that, refugees are expected to be self-sufficient—or—if resettlement is done effectively—in places where communities can continue to provide support until they are fully self-sufficient.

In addition to vetting and the overall resettlement process, policymakers should focus on what happens to forced migrants upon arrival. They should learn from cities that are the new leaders in effective integration, despite the limited timeline of available federal assistance. Ensuring that refugees have opportunities to thrive and are in the proper environments that reward hard work and contributions to society is essential for integration success.

Integration into a new community is difficult in the best of circumstances and can be especially challenging for forced migrants after having endured years of hardship and waiting. For resettled refugees, there may be official processes that involve assistance getting a job, going to the doctor, learning a new language, and getting children in school. For other forced migrants—especially those unable to journey past first countries of asylum—the process and timelines for integration are ill defined at best. Integration can take generations; first arrivals may never learn the language of their new community, whereas their children and children’s children know little other than their adopted homes. Effectively addressing challenges of integration have economic, political, social, and national security implications.

Germany and Sweden use a specified distribution formula to determine where to resettle refugees, similar to the placement process in the United States. Sweden has taken a unique and major step by allowing permanent resettlement of Syrian refugees due to the likelihood of them returning to Syria anytime soon. U.S. resettlement agencies do a credible job resettling refugees, but their processes could be improved thus increasing the chances of quick and successful integration. The United States and its allies should explore the creation of a global matching system for forced migrants whereby the displaced would submit their skills and country preferences and countries would submit their skills preferences. The matching system would then adjudicate the best matches based on these stated prefer-
 Researchers from the Immigration Policy Lab at Stanford University are already investigating a data-driven algorithm that could match refugees to host cities, rather than relying on the usual case-by-case matching systems. The model uses skill sets, ethnic background, age, and other characteristics to decide where to best place refugees based on desired social and economic outcomes. This type of skills-and-interest matching model could increase social cohesion and employment rates of refugees (and eventually other forced migrants) at very little taxpayer cost. To make such a system effective in the United States, officials should consider integrating such data-based algorithms into allocation models and, importantly, extending data collection on resettled refugees beyond the initial 90-day period. These data would then be used to further calibrate and improve the model. Medium-sized cities such as Indianapolis, Louisville, or Troy, Michigan, are often great matches for resettlement because of the combination of low living costs and available jobs, resulting in broad economic benefits. For example, refugees have contributed an estimated $1.6 billion annually just to the economy of central Ohio.

It is important to continue focusing integration efforts on finding more and better jobs to forced migrants and those that need them in the host community. Collecting more and better skills-related data on forced migrants will help in future allocation. The United States, UNHCR, and others collect “occupation,” but do not include assessments of relevant skills of forced migrants to be resettled. These data should be joined with post-arrival assessments that, together, feed into matching algorithms. Once matches are made, skill-refreshing or building efforts before arrival should correspond to destination-appropriate needs.

Another important part of integration should also begin well before arrival. New arrivals need to have realistic—and accurate—expectations of the challenges that lay ahead. Most want to work and to put their children in schools, but they should be familiarized with life in the United States before they arrive. If life in the United States does not live up to expectations, new arrivals might revert to hopelessness. Part of making sure this doesn’t happen is setting expectations effectively and accurately. The responsibility for this cultural preparation often falls to NGOs working with refugees and other forced migrants preparing to arrive in the United States or Europe. These efforts should be supported and strengthened.

It is important to quickly and effectively limit opportunities for community members to isolate new arrivals, and for new arrivals to isolate themselves. Though new arrivals benefit from support of previous arrivals (especially those from similar ethnic or religious backgrounds), it is critical that official assistance to forced migrants also be provided to others in the community in need. New arrivals should be given ample opportunity to learn the local language, participate in local cultural events (e.g., Hayyan and his family’s celebration of Thanksgiving with their new neighbors in Oakland), and formally and legally earn a living. The Arab-American Chaldean Council (ACC) in Detroit is an excellent example of an organization that serves poor people and those in need from all communities. ACC doctors, for example, serve forced migrants together with people originally from Detroit. This support for the host community in addition to the forced migrant is perhaps the most important quality of successful, and peaceful, integration. Organizations that do this particularly well, for example, ACC, deserve greater attention and support.

Policy makers in the United States and other resettlement and hosting countries are currently dealing with rising nationalism and efforts to separate people rather than integrate them together effectively. Germany and Sweden have yet to halt welcoming refugee policies, but are increasingly dealing with tensions related to forced migration. While forced migrants have been supported by Sweden’s generous welfare system, the national social safety nets have been stretched, resulting in a rise of nationalism and increasingly isolationist policies and political actors. There have been allegations of an increase in the number of rapes in Sweden due to increasing forced migration, when in reality sexual assault rates (unacceptable at any level) have actually dropped since 2010, well before the recent influx of forced migrants in 2015. Similarly, the Turkish Interior Ministry has rejected claims that crime had increased among and by Syrian refugees.

Many of these tensions are related to underlying economic and security fears (real or imagined) attributed to the arrival of new people, thus making successful integration all the more important. In addition to tensions in host communities, a consequence of not effectively integrating new arrivals is that, over time, disenfranchised and marginalized second- or third-generation forced or irregular migrants may pose greater risks to safety and security. While not the only path, rejection and marginalization of young people in particular may lead to radicalization and religious extremism. While blocking new people from entry or marginalizing new arrivals might win votes in elections, it does little to improve safety and security (and likely has opposite effects); whereas improving integration likely does improve safety and security over time.

Policy efforts should thus focus on quick and effective economic integration. Policymakers should create minimum standards for reception and integration of forced migrants, with focus on economic integration and self-sufficiency and the role of local communities, civil society, diaspora groups, and others in the process. Ask a forced migrant anywhere in the world what she wants and, more often than not, she will tell you that she wants to be able to provide for her family (i.e., work) and send her children to school. Recent arrivals face challenges in several areas that make getting to work difficult: transportation, skills and education, housing, language, and understanding of local culture. Local efforts to support forced migrants should assess arrivals and focus on the areas that will most quickly allow them to work. All efforts to integrate or otherwise deal with forced migrants in destination countries should seek regular feedback from the forced migrants themselves, alongside local communities and employers.

“One forced migrant anywhere in the world what she wants and, more often than not, she will tell you that she wants to be able to provide for her family (i.e., work) and send her children to school.”

Ask a forced migrant anywhere in the world what she wants and, more often than not, she will tell you that she wants to be able to provide for her family (i.e., work) and send her children to school. Recent arrivals face challenges in several areas that make getting to work difficult: transportation, skills and education, housing, language, and understanding of local culture. Local efforts to support forced migrants should assess arrivals and focus on the areas that will most quickly allow them to work. All efforts to integrate or otherwise deal with forced migrants in destination countries should seek regular feedback from the forced migrants themselves, alongside local communities and employers.
Legal status (even if short of citizenship) and facilitated accessibility to employment, education, and family reunification for spouses and unmarried children under the age of 21. If the goal is to turn a perceived “burden” into economic growth in host communities, nuclear family reunification is especially important. Those that are not together with their families are less willing to integrate and invest in their adopted community; they typically make shorter-term economic decisions and spend money as opposed to shopping in local businesses.

New forced migration crises will emerge across the developing world—especially if we do not adequately address the root causes of such crises—and forced migrants will continue to find new ways of journeying on to Europe and the United States. Increasing numbers of non-Latin American forced, irregular, and voluntary migrants are attempting to cross into the United States from Mexico. Current policy treats the symptoms of the underlying root causes of these mixed migration flows at the same time that desperation continues to produce new and creative ways to journey onwards.

To seek effective integration solutions, we must look to a diverse and decentralized group of stakeholders for solutions. Cities, the private sector, nonprofits and NGOs, faith-based groups, and local leaders are best placed to effectively execute integration strategies.

Despite numerous failed attempts to do so, the European Union should also strive for a common political consensus on resettlement and comprehensive revision of the Common European Asylum System, especially if the burdens of hosting on countries such as Germany and Sweden are to be shared more broadly throughout the European Union. Policymakers in Germany limit internal movement partly because they fear potential political ramifications of free movement that could create ethnic enclaves. Ultimately, people integrate better with freedom of movement within their country of resettlement. This is especially true if granted alongside adequate and durable legal status (even if short of citizenship) and facilitated accessibility to employment, education, and family reunification for spouses and unmarried children under the age of 21. If the goal is to turn a perceived “burden” into economic growth in host communities, nuclear family reunification is especially important. Those that are not together with their families are less willing to integrate and invest in their adopted community; they typically make shorter-term economic decisions and send money home as opposed to shopping in local businesses.

New forced migration crises will emerge across the developing world—especially if we do not adequately address the root causes of such crises—and forced migrants will continue to find new ways of journeying on to Europe and the United States. Increasing numbers of non-Latin American forced, irregular, and voluntary migrants are attempting to cross into the United States from Mexico. Current policy treats the symptoms of the underlying root causes of these mixed migration flows at the same time that desperation continues to produce new and creative ways to journey onwards.

To seek effective integration solutions, we must look to a diverse and decentralized group of stakeholders for solutions. Cities, the private sector, nonprofits and NGOs, faith-based groups, and local leaders are best placed to effectively execute integration strategies.

Despite numerous failed attempts to do so, the European Union should also strive for a common political consensus on resettlement and comprehensive revision of the Common European Asylum System, especially if the burdens of hosting on countries such as Germany and Sweden are to be shared more broadly throughout the European Union. Policymakers in Germany limit internal movement partly because they fear potential political ramifications of free movement that could create ethnic enclaves. Ultimately, people integrate better with freedom of movement within their country of resettlement. This is especially true if granted alongside adequate and durable legal status (even if short of citizenship) and facilitated accessibility to employment, education, and family reunification for spouses and unmarried children under the age of 21. If the goal is to turn a perceived “burden” into economic growth in host communities, nuclear family reunification is especially important. Those that are not together with their families are less willing to integrate and invest in their adopted community; they typically make shorter-term economic decisions and send money home as opposed to shopping in local businesses.

New forced migration crises will emerge across the developing world—especially if we do not adequately address the root causes of such crises—and forced migrants will continue to find new ways of journeying on to Europe and the United States. Increasing numbers of non-Latin American forced, irregular, and voluntary migrants are attempting to cross into the United States from Mexico. Current policy treats the symptoms of the underlying root causes of these mixed migration flows at the same time that desperation continues to produce new and creative ways to journey onwards.

To seek effective integration solutions, we must look to a diverse and decentralized group of stakeholders for solutions. Cities, the private sector, nonprofits and NGOs, faith-based groups, and local leaders are best placed to effectively execute integration strategies.
Forced migration is a complex and global crisis, one that lends itself to local and locally driven solutions. Since the crisis is global, solutions will require involvement of resources and expertise on a global scale; however, the specifics are often locally based, in part because of specific historic, cultural, ethnic, and religious components. Many ideas exist, though many are politically challenging, expensive, tough to implement, and require leadership and flexibility to accomplish. This report does not attempt to address every instance of forced migration; the report does present throughout actionable ideas worthy of broad consideration. Some of these ideas have the potential to change the nature of forced migration and ultimately reduce the number of forced migrants. Each idea below includes recommendations on how to turn the idea into action while attempting to reconcile national interest with international need.
IDEA 1

PROTECT AND SECURE

Respond to current crises, predict future trends, prevent forced migration before it starts, and build greater resiliency in communities when it does happen. The United States should use its diplomatic, development, and—as a last resort—military power to resolve conflicts that force migration and cause instability that makes the country and the world less safe.

Actions to operationalize this idea:

1. Increase congressional leadership on these issues. Increase the number of Senate and House hearings and conduct more congressional and staff delegations to understand the root causes of forced migration. The goal is to increase U.S. leadership on these issues, as well as identify the appropriate targeted increases in foreign assistance, trade preferences, partnerships with allies, and targeted increases in resettlements by the United States.363

2. Fill the assistant secretary of state position in the Bureau of Population, Refugees, and Migration, ideally with someone experienced in working with the United Nations and other multilateral entities. (Introduction)

3. Develop a forced migration early-warning system. (Chapter I)

4. Place more USAID missions in forced migration “hot spots.” (Chapter IV)

5. Focus national security efforts on bringing forced migrants out of the shadows, working with development agencies and partnering with governments to offer better safety, support, and more opportunities as incentive. (Spotlight on National Security)

6. Acknowledge that both humanitarian and development efforts are needed in confronting forced migration and provide appropriate financial support to both. Limit reallocation of foreign assistance budgets to support arriving forced migrants (Introduction) while providing greater support to addressing root causes (Chapter II).

7. Incorporate diplomacy and development experts into national security planning exercises. (Spotlight on National Security)

IDEA 2

LEAD AND PARTNER

The United States should exercise global leadership in the international system seeking greater burden sharing from allies and others.

Actions to operationalize this idea:

1. Build on the lessons from the Alliance for Prosperity, with the United States leading a global alliance to confront the root causes of forced migration, mobilizing $10 billion per year for 10 years via bilateral, multilateral, developing country, and private capital commitments. Beyond funding pledges, the global alliance should mandate local participation and ownership, addressing systemic issues through private-sector incentives, tax reform, and security commitments. (Chapter II)

2. Remain active as a full participant in the global compact for refugees. Because of the strategic value of doing so, the United States should strongly consider rejoining the global compact for migration process.366 Push for the greater consideration of IDPs and weather- and climate-related forced migration in the compacts. (Annex C)

3. Create a compact for Bangladesh specific to its handling of the Rohingya crisis, taking lessons from Jordan and Lebanon and including innovative ideas as part of a suite of incentives.365 (Chapter III)

4. Acknowledge and reward (e.g., via increased focus in future refugee and migration compact implementation processes) positive policies and actions by countries—many of which are dealing with economic and security challenges themselves—that are, in effect, providing a global public good by hosting large numbers of forced migrants. (Chapter III)

5. Build on the lessons from the Alliance for Prosperity to multilateral development bank involvement in fragile states that disproportionately produce forced migrants.366,367 The World Bank, through replenishing International Development Association (IDA) resources, has made an important move in this direction with $2 billion made available to host countries for managing long-term solutions and to prevent their collapse.368 Other multilateral development banks and development finance institutions (e.g., International Finance Corporation) should pilot contingent financing schemes to help origin countries prevent forced migration and to help host countries prepare for future shocks.368 Significant increases in U.S. and other country funding (e.g., capital increases) to these institutions should be contingent on their adequately addressing fragile states that disproportionately produce or host forced migrants. (Chapter II)

6. Create a country index that measures the existence, content, and implementation of policies on forced migration. Countries should be considered in a “portfolio approach” against a standardized set of criteria, requiring more and better data.360

7. Appoint a special representative of the secretary general (SRSG) at the international level to raise visibility and advocate solutions for internally displaced persons (IDPs), if necessary elevating the special rapporteur on the human rights of IDPs into this position.361 (Chapter III)

8. Reinforce implementation of the UN Guiding Principles on internal displacement. (Chapter III)

9. Assess U.S. funding for the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestinian Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA), pressuring Saudi Arabia and others to increase their contributions and placing the agency on a future regional reform agenda.
IDEA 3

DIVERSIFY STAKEHOLDERS
The private sector should be motivated and incentivized to responsibly engage in ways that benefit the bottom line—in addition to corporate social responsibility, strategic gaps in business activities, investment, and private-sector engagement should be addressed.

Actions to operationalize this idea:

3.1 Support the elements of S.2463 - BUILD Act of 2018 and its proposed U.S. International Development Finance Corporation that could be leveraged to increase productive private-sector engagement in fragile states. Expand the focus of the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC), enterprise funds, and USAID’s Development Credit Authority to respond to forced migration. (Spotlight on the Private Sector)

3.2 Expand trade relations with countries that provide a common good by disproportionately hosting forced migrants, for example, Turkey, Bangladesh, and Uganda. (Chapter III)

3.3 Focus foreign assistance increasingly on governance, strengthening the business environment and technical capabilities, and other reforms that create an enabling environment for private-sector growth in forced migration contexts. Recognize forced migrants as drivers of future economic growth and job creation, rather than just beneficiaries of CSR. (Spotlight on the Private Sector)

3.4 Support efforts such as the World Refugee Fund that seek to connect lenders to low-income forced migrant entrepreneurs. (Spotlight on the Private Sector)

3.5 Commission further study of how best to expand deal readiness, growth of the deal pipeline, and capitalization, while closing the strategic gaps that exist today between them. Highlight and support replication of successful and scalable efforts. (Spotlight on the Private Sector)

IDEA 4

REGULARIZE AND NORMALIZE
The most broadly effective solutions are ones that allow forced migrants to normalize their existence and add value to host communities as quickly as possible.

Actions to operationalize this idea:

4.1 Secure access to quality education for forced migrants as quickly as possible with commensurate increased support to host community education structures. (Chapter III)

4.2 Allow the USAID Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance to spend funds on formal education for forced migrants and their host communities, including outside of displacement camps. (Introduction)

4.3 Provide greater resources and federal support to mayors and other local leaders resettling refugees and asylees, with more weight given to areas where more forced migrants are resettling. (Chapter IV)

4.4 Strengthen efforts to allow for and find more and better jobs for forced migrants—including giving forced migrants legal rights to work—and those that need them in the host community. (Spotlight on the Private Sector)

4.5 Maintain the U.S. refugee family reunification visa program—especially for spouses and unmarried children under the age of 21—of resettled refugees and asylees. (Chapter IV)

4.6 Extend data collection for resettled refugees in the United States from 90 to 365 days. Make these data available to researchers studying ways to improve the efficient allocation of people to result in the highest possible levels of economic integration. (Chapter IV)

4.7 Explore the creation of an algorithmic skills, jobs, and country matching system for global forced migration. (Chapter IV)

4.8 Prioritize protection of the most vulnerable, often female heads of household and unaccompanied children. (Chapter III)
as well as people displaced by natural or human-made disasters, and other categories of vulnerable people on the move. Migrants, including those fleeing dire economic conditions or political unrest, do not have a special protected status under international law (though they are protected under general human rights law). According to the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, an estimated 244 million people currently live outside of their country of origin, “many having moved for a variety of reasons in which the search for protection and the option of asylum are irrefutably intertwined.” Migrants, especially those in irregular situations, often inhabit the most marginalized segments of society. Without legal status, they “tend to live and work in the shadows, afraid to claim their denied rights and freedoms.” These circumstances make migrants particularly vulnerable to abuse, exploitation, and trafficking. While organizations like IOM work to support states with migration and migrants themselves, there are gaps in international migration services. At the international level, no universally accepted definition of migrant exists.
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Glossary

ASYLUM SEEKER
A person who seeks safety from persecution or serious harm in a country other than his or her own and awaits a decision on the application for refugee status under relevant international and national instruments. In case of a negative decision, the person must leave the country, and his or her asylum status may be expunged, as may any nonnational in an irregular or unlawful situation, unless permission to stay is provided on humanitarian or other related grounds.

FORCIBLY DISPLACED PERSON
Persons not recognized as refugees within the meaning of the UN Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, 1951, and Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees, 1967, and who are unable or, for reasons recognized as valid, unwilling to return to the country of their nationality or, if stateless, to the country of their habitual residence.

FORCED MIGRANT
Similar to forcibly displaced person. This report chooses to primarily use the broader term, taken originally from the World Disasters Report 2012,282 though used often elsewhere, to draw extra attention to the burgeoning reality that displacement from one’s home often results in migration and, as such, should be considered within similar contexts. Since many forced migrants end up on the fringes of society with tenures, if any, under protection under international law, a forced migrant is also similar to an irregular migrant and a migrant.

FORCIBLY DISPLACED PERSON
Similar to forced migrant. A person who has been forced from home, emigrated under duress or where an element of coercion exists, including threats to life and livelihood, whether internal or external, natural or human-made causes. This term encompasses refugees, internally displaced persons, as well as people displaced by natural or environmental disasters, chemical or nuclear disasters, famine, food insecurity, or economic malfeasance.

INTERNALLY DISPLACED PERSON (IDP)
Person or group of persons who have been forced or obliged to flee or to leave their homes or places of habitual residence, in particular as a result of or in order to avoid the effects of armed conflict, situations of generalized violence, violations of human rights, or natural or human-made disasters, and who have not crossed an internationally recognized state border.

Glossary

IRREGULAR MIGRANT
Someone who, owing to illegal entry or the expiry of his or her visa, lacks legal status in a transit or host country. The term applies to migrants who violate a country’s admission rules and any other person not authorized to remain in the host country (also called clandestine/illegal/undocumented migrant or migrant in an irregular situation).

MIGRANT
The International Organization for Migration (IOM) defines a migrant as any person who is moving or has moved across an international border or within a state away from his or her habitual place of residence, regardless of (1) the person’s legal status; (2) whether the movement is voluntary or involuntary; (3) what the causes for the movement are; or (4) what the length of the stay is. IOM concerns itself with migrants and migration-related issues and, in agreement with relevant states, with migrants who are in need of international migration services. At the international level, no universally accepted definition of migrant exists.

REFUGEE
A person who, “owing to a well-founded fear of persecution for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinions, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country.” In addition to the refugee definition in the 1951 Refugee Convention, Art. 1A, 1969 Organization of African Unity (OAU) Convention defines a refugee as any person compelled to leave his or her country “owing to external aggression, occupation, foreign invasion or events seriously disturbing public order in either part or the whole of his country or origin or nationality.” Similarly, the 1984 Cartagena Declaration states that refugees include persons who flee their country “because their lives, security or freedom have been threatened by generalized violence, foreign aggression, internal conflicts, massive violations of human rights or other circumstances which have seriously disturbed public order.”

STATELESS PERSON
A person who is not considered as a national by any state under the operation of its law. As such, a stateless person lacks those rights attributable to national-diplomatic protection of a state, no inherent right of sojourn in the state of residence, and no right of return in case he or she travels.

UN Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons

VULNERABLE GROUP
Any group or sector of society that is at a higher risk of being subjected to discriminatory practices, violence, natural or environmental disasters, or economic assistance with migrants within the groups; any group or sector of society (such as women, children, the disabled, or the elderly) that is at a higher risk in periods of conflict and crisis.

Annex B

The Global Architecture

In conflict and crisis settings, the terms used to describe people who are fleeing violence, insecurity, or persecution are often used interchangeably. However, in law and practice, there are important distinctions between a refugee, migrant, internally displaced person (IDP), and other categories of vulnerable people on the move.

Migrants, including those fleeing dire economic conditions or political unrest, do not have a special protected status under international law (though they are protected under general human rights law). According to the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, an estimated 244 million people currently live outside of their country of origin, “many having moved for a variety of reasons in which the search for protection and the option of asylum are irrefutably intertwined.” Migrants, especially those in irregular situations, often inhabit the most marginalized segments of society. Without legal status, they “tend to live and work in the shadows, afraid to claim their denied rights and freedoms.” These circumstances make migrants particularly vulnerable to abuse, exploitation, and trafficking. While organizations like IOM work to support states with migration and migrants themselves, there are gaps in international migration services for modern forced migration. However, IOM’s recent status as a “related organization” to the United Nations will allow both to coordinate more closely on issues of migration and is thus a step in the right direction. Governments are allowed to deport migrants who arrive illegally and have not obtained the necessary authorizations and documentation. However, migrants do not forfeit their human rights at borders, even if they are crossing illegally. The United Nations has elaborated on the obligations of states for ensuring the human rights of migrants. In its Recommendations and Guidelines on Human Rights at International Borders, OHCHR explains: “International borders are not zones of exclusion or exception for human rights obligations. States are entitled to exercise jurisdiction at their international borders, but they must do so in light of their human rights obligations.” This means that the human rights of all persons at international borders must be respected in the pursuit of border control, law enforcement and other State objectives, regardless of which authorities perform border governance measures and where such measures take place.

Internally displaced persons (IDPs) are perhaps in the most perilous situation, as they are typically without any effective protection or guarantees for basic humanitarian assistance and displacement. They are among the most vulnerable people around the world who have been forced to leave their homes, over 40 million are IDPs. There is no international legal instrument specifically designed to protect them, nor is there a single agency of organization mandated to provide protection and assistance to IDPs. The core dilemma for IDPs is that the state of sovereignity: “under international law, IDPs are the responsibility of their own government, yet it is often this very government that has persecuted and displaced them.” Like all human beings, IDPs have rights that are enshrined in international human rights instruments and norms. In situations of armed conflict, states have responsibility to ensure “positive protections provided to civilians by international humanitarian law.” The Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement codified the rights germane to IDPs, including prohibitions on physical violence, arbitrary detention, restrictions on freedom of movement, and guarantees for basic humanitarian assistance and access to education, economic opportunity, equal and fair treatment under the law, political participation, and return or resettlement. However, recourse is limited when these rights are not respected. For example, under the African Union Convention for the Assistance and Protection of IDPs in Africa—the Kampala Convention—which came into effect in 2012, recourse is available via the African Court of Justice and Human Rights.

There is an emerging debate about how to characterize those forced from home, for example, because of the effects of environmental, climate, and human-induced disasters or food insecurity and famine. Existing international law and instruments designed for refugees do not explicitly provide for those who are displaced due to these factors; likewise, they do not qualify as voluntary or economic migrants. Therefore, these individuals—many of whom report categories as forced migrants—do not have a clear legal status or international rights.
their lives and liberty would be in refuge to countries where cannot send asylum seekers or international law, host governments refoulement principle of non-age of 18. Under the fundamentalugees around the world today, seekers and over 22 million ref- seekers and refugees and create certain protections for asylum and its 1967 protocol guarantee of refugees, these rights have evolved over the past 65 years. The legal architecture today is piecemeal and often inadequate. Developed in the wake of World War II, it offers selective protection based on antiquated rules and is riddled with loopholes that allow countries to opt out of certain provisions. For example, despite hosting over 3 million displaced Syrians, Turkey excludes these people from the rights granted under the 1951 Convention because Turkey limits the scope of the convention’s application to European asylum seekers only. As a nonsignatory country to the 1951 convention, Bangladesh also does not consider Rohingya from Myanmar to be refugees; though they do allow for them to be provided with similar support, they are not required to do so since they are not a signatory. Efforts at reform have been made but developed countries—where few people end up compared to the tens of millions displaced in- ternally and regionally in develop- ing countries—have little political incentive to change or respond to the problem collectively. The erosion of political will from Ger- many to the United States to the United Kingdom further weakens the application of agreements to which states have previously committed themselves. Some experts argue that the cur- rent definitions and legal frame- works are sufficient for those forc- ibly displaced by circumstances that do not meet the criteria for refugee status. They argue that opening up the Convention for renegotiation and attempting to cre- ate new legal instruments to pro- tect refugees would likely carry significant risks in the current polit- ical environment. The fear is that some states would use it as an op- portunity to weaken protections for refugees or diminish their inter- national obligations. Rather than altering the legal framework, it is the political support and will to im- plement it that requires attention. Others believe that it is necessary to create a new international legal framework or expand the defini- tion for refugees, given the legal limbo facing those forced from home by environmental, climate, and human-induced disasters or food insecurity and famine. This would afford these individuals special protections that would mir- ror those for refugees, considering the similarly forced nature of their emigration. Just as refugees are unable to return to their homes because of the well-founded fear of persecution or death, so too can these individuals not return due to factors beyond their control. An outstanding issue is that any major reform will need champi- oned in governments in developed and developing regions. The fu- ture makeup of the coalition of governments pushing for reform of the system is uncertain, though there is a clear need for leadership of such a coalition.

**Annex C**

### The Global Compacts

The first drafts of the UN Com- pactons on Refugees and Migrants were published in early 2018. These draft compacts are a result of a process spurred by the New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants, adopted in Sep- tember 2016 by 193 countries. The draft compacts represent the collective aims of the signing countries in response to the glob- al refugee and migration crises, but each document approaches the issues differently through processes and for different aims.

The Global Compact on Refugees (GCR) came out with its “Zero Draft” in January 2018. The compact outlines a set of com- mitted actions, goals, and milestones of the Comprehensive Refugee Response Framework (CRRF) and its under- lining measures. Among its ac- tionable commitments, it address- es the need to: improve support for host countries and commu- nities, improve capacity and re- sponse, focus on data collection and dissemination, strengthen networks for refugees and coop- eration among all stakeholders, broaden support and protection of refugees, use resources effi- ciently, and facilitate efforts for global solidarity. Those leading the GCR process are quick to note that it is not a retiligation of previous refugee-related treaties and standards; rather the GCR is a process that builds upon these existing structures.

The “Zero Draft” of the Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration (GCM) was published in February 2018. The draft laid out 22 ambitious, actionable commitments that shared some similarities with the Global Compact on Refugees. This complementarity should be encouraged and to resolve the so-called “refugee loophole” for this joint Annex on both compacts, especially language that deals with protec- tion issues, human trafficking, etc., that are experienced by both refugees and migrants. Ulti- mately, overlap is better than gaps between the two compacts. Some of the measures specific to the GCM include: aligning work- force programs with labor market needs, expanding pathways for legal migration, strengthening re- sponse to smuggling and traffick- ing, improving protection of un- accompanied children and other vulnerable refugees, protecting the right to life, eliminating forms of discrimination, and improving the financial inclusion of migrants, to name a few. Whereas refugee-re- lated treaties and standards have been around for decades, the GCM is widely considered to be among the first efforts to produce a seminal document on migration. It is anticipated that the GCM will produce a final document in July 2018, with a rollout conference planned for December 10 and 11 in Morocco. The Morocco confer- ence should be viewed as similar to the Rio 1992 climate confer- ence; in other words, Morocco is the beginning of a long process that—even decades later—could result in something akin to the 2015 Paris climate agreement.

The United States recently an- nounced in December 2017 its decision to pull out of the migra- tion compact process, but contin- ues to participate in the refugee compact process. As the only country to withdraw from the global migration compact pro- cess, the United States claimed that “it could undermine the sover- eignty right of the U.S. to enforce [its] immigration laws and secure [its] borders.” Similar argu- ments have been made by other member states, though no others have withdrawn over these concerns. However, the compact it- self will not have the force of law since the United States is not a signatory to the Compact. Hence, while the United States continues to financially support the Compact, it does not contribute significantly to the Compact’s implementation. Still, the Compact has the potential to be a key component of global efforts to manage migration, particularly in the wake of the United States’ decision to pull out of the Compact.
The categories of migrants covered in the compact will be more difficult to amend once they are adopted, and there is a real risk that vulnerable groups will fall between the cracks. There currently exists no framework for disaster displacement, something that should be considered in the process now before it is too late to include. Similarly, weather-related displacement has been the source of much debate. At present, it is not clear whether this component should be included in the GCM because many say that it would likely warrant its own process. Whether as an official part of the compact process or not, the role of weather, climate, and other disasters in forcing people from their homes from Bangladesh to the Maldives to Haiti and beyond is undeniable and must be part of the conversation. Efforts to address the repercussions of these types of forced migration must focus on IDPs as well as refugees that cross international boundaries. IDPs in general do not get enough attention in the compacts, which is in line with the consistent gap in attention in larger forced migration-related policies around IDPs. Origin countries and multilaterals should increasingly include IDP concerns into discussions of refugee return and resettlement.

There is no one answer to solve the migration crisis, but recognizing conflicting interests and working toward common goals will help collectively guide future actions in governing movements yet to come. It is worth noting that the compacts will not immediately result in a treaty or international law. There is an expectation that implementation mechanisms will evolve—especially on the migration compact—partly because the compact process will be finalized before any UN internal reform process is completed. Nevertheless, multilateral strategic efforts like these are important to set the tone for international cooperation and guidelines for managing migration flows. Without such agreements, there is no incentive for improved and coordinated response to a reality that will persist and escalate, especially with demographic changes and increasing populations in both developed and developing countries.

While these are only the beginning drafts, these documents set the platform for future negotiations and dialogue. However, without a strong leadership presence in this process, the United States loses its opportunity to direct the extent of the change and compromise in these frameworks. Participation in these compact processes will establish and maintain strong relationships that will benefit the United States in the future. It would be a strategic disadvantage to not have a voice in the compact process; especially as China, Russia, and Saudi Arabia step up their leadership in the processes as the United States steps back, the United States risks losing its regional influence and opportunity to shape this global platform. This is important because both refugee and migration issues will, in some form or another and sooner rather than later, affect the United States. They may not impact the United States on the scale commensurate with its allies in Europe yet, but the need for stronger governance frameworks and solutions for migration will be precedent so long as populations are on the move. The need for collective response frameworks, data dissemination, and early-warning systems align with the U.S. national security interest. Such potential unforeseen threats cannot be addressed unilaterally. It will require international dialogue and cooperation. It’s better to be on the team now without any binding contract than miss out on an opportunity to collaborate multilaterally when and if we ever need the support that our allies are seeking.

As the UN Refugee Agency, we have some concern with the term “forced migration” and the resulting conflations of very different forms of movement that require different policy responses. Migration remains—predominantly—a voluntary choice over which most participants maintain agency. In contrast, forced displacement is driven by life-threatening factors over which the displaced have little control. There are significant differences between making a voluntary decision to live and work outside of one’s country and being forced to leave by conflict, war, or persecution. There are very few instances where persons displaced by conflict and those forced from home by environmental disasters or economic development physically coexist side by side. A policy response for one situation will rarely benefit multiple groups.

Despite the significant media attention to the movement of refugees and migrants across the Mediterranean, the vast majority of forcibly displaced people do not move far from home. Most refugees cross only one international border and remain in a neighboring host country (generally in the developing world). In contrast, economic migrants often cross several international frontiers—and are predominantly young men, whereas most of the forcibly uprooted are women and children.

Despite the present level of forced displacement, the problem is manageable with sufficient political will. More than anything else, displaced persons need peace and security at home. Yet, addressing the root causes of conflict has proven elusive in recent decades. The new approach championed by UNHCR and involving governments, humanitarian and development agencies, international financial institutions, and the private sector, focuses on supporting host countries while enabling refugees to work, educate their children, and lead as normal a life as possible. If refugees are empowered to act as their own agents of change, the resulting benefits will accrue not only to them but to their host communities and, eventually, to their home countries.
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The term “forced migration” is used carefully and deliberately; see the later text box “Words Matter” for more explanation.

Many more if you include environmental, climate, and human-induced disasters.


Ibid.


Rebekah’s story and all the stories included in this report are based on in-depth, in-person interviews with one or both of the authors. Though their names have been changed to protect their safety, their stories have not been changed and are true to the full extent of the authors’ knowledge.

The term “forced migration” is used carefully and deliberately; see the earlier text box “Words Matter” for more explanation.

This is a tabulation of humanitarian aid dollars to a selection of countries that either host or originate high rates of refugees, IDPs, and forced migrants. This list includes, but is not limited to, Turkey, Pakistan, Lebanon, Iran, Uganda, Jordan, Kenya, Afghanistan, Syria, Somalia, South Sudan, Eritrea, and Central African Republic.


Twenty-two out of 28 European countries that publish security strategies consider some variation of forced migration as a top issue for national security.


For a detailed history of the global architecture, see Annex B.


An example of this is the “safe zone” in Syria along the Turkish-Syrian border. Though officially meant as a place to keep civilians away from conflict, the result is that Syrian forced migrants are unable to escape into Turkey.
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